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Summer 
of sport

Sport and summer are back with Park Orchards 
BMX club hosting two rounds of the annual 
Eastern Region BMX’s Track Attack with more 
than 300 riders from across the region descending 
on the newly refurbished BMX track at Stintons 
Reserve, see Page 28 for more.
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Teenage rider Ellie Harrison racing hard for the win
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Board plan could  
need second look

A survey by the Warrandyte 
Environment League

The MMBW planners, in their overall plan for 
Melbourne and surroundings, have made a 
genuine effort to conserve Warrandyte and its 
environs for some time to come.
The Environment League, however, does not 
think they have gone far enough and would 
like residents’ opinions on how they visualise 
Warrandyte in the future.
The League plans to hold a public meeting 
in March [1972] to discuss and finalise any 
objections to the scheme. 

Your comments will be welcomed at this 
meeting. 
In December, the MMBW released their version of 
how Melbourne and its surrounding urban area 
should develop over the next 20 years. 
This planning scheme will be on display to the 
public for six months in all municipal offices and 
the Board’s planning branch in Melbourne. 
During this period objections, criticisms and 
suggestions are invited. 
The scheme extends the planning area boundaries 
to include the outer municipalities of Werribee, 
Melton, Bulla, Whittlesea, Eltham, Healesville, 
Lillydale, Sherbrooke, Knox, Berwick and 
Cranbourne. 
This means that all of the Warrandyte area is now 
under Board planning control. 
The planners have treated the Warrandyte district 
with due consideration for its unique landscape 
and scenery.
A strip approximately a mile wide zoned “public 
open space” extends along the Yarra Valley 
from Collingwood to Pound Bend. 
Flanking this strip on both sides of the valley 
from Templestowe to Warrandyte are two narrow 
zones of residential (low density) minimum one 
acre lots. 
The existing residential C zone (minimum one-
fifth acre lots) surrounding the township area 
south of the river is still retained from the original 
1954 planning scheme. 

The existing low density residential zone in North 
Warrandyte (one acre minimum) is extended as 
far as Floods Rd.-Pigeon Bank Lane to the north, 
and Glynns Rd. to the west. Beyond the residential 
zones, Warrandyte is virtually surrounded by the 
following areas:
Public open space — to be major recreation use 
areas.
Public purposes — existing and proposed. 
These zones include areas required by public 
authorities and government departments. 
The MMBW Yarra Brae dam proposal upstream 
from Warrandyte is included in this zone as well 
as small areas south of the township.
Conservation zone — a new zone introduced with 
this amending scheme and intended to apply to 
land of major conservation significance, flood 
plains of streams, or land in catchment areas for 
water supply. 
There are two large areas of this zoning, one south 
of the township which extends in a south-westerly 
direction from approximately Tunnel St. to Deep 
Creek near Tindalls Rd. 
The other area extends from approximately 
Frencham on the Yarra, up stream for over a mile 
to join the Yarra Brae dam zone. 
Subdivision in this zone is permitted into not less 
than 100 acre lots. 
Only certain types of land use are permitted in 
this zone. 
However it is significant that clearing is 

“possible” in this zone and agriculture is 
“acceptable”.
Landscape interest zone — another new zone 
introduced with this scheme and intended to apply 
where land has considerable interest in terms of 
natural features or habitat but where a degree of 
development or change could occur.
Subdivision may be permitted into allotments of a 
minimum area of 20 acres. 
There are two extensive areas near Warrandyte, one 
north of the residential area in North Warrandyte 
and the other extending south-east of the township 
approximately half-way to Ringwood and towards 
Croydon. 
Again clearing, intensive farming and soil 
removal are labelled “possible uses” in this zone. 
In general, the intention of the plan appears to 
be to retain the character of Warrandyte as a low 
density housing, small farm and bushland area as 
much as possible.
There are certain aspects of the plan, however, that 
appear to be too liberal, with insufficient control 
from the point of view of conservation. 
These matters will be taken up with the Board by 
the Warrandyte Environment League. 
Every resident is urged to study the planning maps 
at the municipal offices of Doncaster-Templestowe 
and Eltham, or the Board’s office at 60 Market St. 
Melbourne and see how the planning scheme 
affects them personally, and their district 
generally.

We return to our roots and sift through 
the Warrandyte Diary archives to find 
out how Warrandyte has changed (or 
hasn’t at all) over the past 50 years.
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Back to school in 2022
By JAMES POYNER
BACK TO SCHOOL is, once again, a 
little different.

In the shadow of the Omicron 
outbreak, State Governments in New 
South Wales and Victoria sent kids 
back to the classroom for face-to-face 
learning for Term 1, 2022.

Minister for Education James 
Merlino said that a return to remote 
learning in 2022 will be the absolute 
last resort, which means 2022 in our 
schools is all about vaccination, masks, 
air purifiers, and surveillance testing 
with Rapid Antigen Tests (RATs).

RATs will be in place for at least the 
first four weeks of Term 1.

The Victorian Government will 
deliver more than 14 million RATs to 
schools and early childhood education 
and care services, including 6.6 million 
tests which were delivered in the first 
week of term.

This surveillance testing is strongly 
recommended for all primary and 
secondary school students and staff, 
and early childhood education and 
care staff, twice-weekly at home before 
school or childcare.

Students and staff at specialist 
schools are recommended to test 
five days each week due to the higher 
risk of severe illness for medically 
vulnerable children.

The way COVID-19 cases are 
managed and reported in education 
settings have changed from Term 1 
to reduce the burden on schools and 
early childhood services.

Schools and kindergartens will be 
required to inform staff, parents, and 
carers when there is a positive case and 
provide advice on any steps families 
must take.

Mask wearing will continue, with 
students in Grade 3 and above required 

to wear masks – although they will not 
be required outdoors.

Teachers are required to wear masks 
at all times when not actively teaching 
or communicating with students.

Remote learning will be considered 
only as a localised, short-term, last 
resort — but when students are 
required to isolate as a close contact 
or positive case, the Department of 
Education and Training will continue 
to provide a suite of online resources 
for students in Prep to Year 10, 
ensuring they have activities and work 
to complete.

Like many industries, staff shortages 
due to Coronavirus are inevitable.

To combat this, the Government 
has formed an education workforce 
e m e r g e n c y  p o o l  c o m p r i s i n g 
inactive teachers, education support 
staff, retired principals and surge 
administrative support staff for schools 
to access, to cover any COVID-19-
related workforce shortages.

Victorian Premier Daniel Andrews 
said the measures would help ensure 
our kids can stay in school in 2022.

“Face-to-face learning is the best 
option for our kids’ learning and 
wellbeing – that’s why we’ve done the 
work to get students safely back in the 
classroom from the start of Term 1 and 
make sure they stay there,” he said.

But what does this look like on the 
ground?

The Diary reached out to local schools 
to see how they were implementing the 
changes.

Nieta Manser, Acting Principal at 
Warrandyte Primary School, said there 
is a critical need for schools to stay 
open in 2022.

“Victorian students have missed out 
on so much.

“Our goal as a school is to do whatever 

it takes to ensure our students will have 
continuity of learning and will be as 
safe as we can make them during this 
continued pandemic.

“The return to school plan does give 
us a starting point to achieve this goal 
at the beginning of the school year.

“Asking parents to test their children 
for the first four weeks of the term twice 
a week will go some way to minimising 
the spread of the virus in classrooms, 
but I think we have all learned in the 
last two years that there is no one 
foolproof plan for schools in relation 
to COVID-19.

“Air purifiers, masks and only 
meeting in larger groups outdoors 
will also help,” she said.

Ms Manser told the Diary  the 
challenge for staff is if there is a 
Coronavirus case.

“The biggest issue in schools will 
be more about being able to put a 
teacher in the classroom as the virus 
spreads through schools and teachers 
become sick.

“We will have to think on our feet if 
and when that happens.

“I have no doubt, though, that we will 
manage our way through it as a strong 
school community.

“The families at Warrandyte Primary 
School have been unwavering in their 
patience when we’ve communicated 
the many changes that have been 
implemented over the last 12 months,” 
she said.

As many parents with teenagers will 
know, the issue of COVID-19 in school 
is not limited to primary education; 
the Diary spoke with Joe Caruana, 
Assistant Principal at Warrandyte High 
School (WHS), about the challenges 
our older students are facing.

“At Warrandyte High School, we 
are thrilled to be back on-site and 

will continue to adhere to all Health 
Department advice, ensuring the 
learning space is as safe as possible.

“As students return to school for 2022 
at Warrandyte High School, a plethora 
of Covid management protocols must 
be followed, at least for the first four 
weeks.

“Some are mandatory, and some are 
voluntary but strongly recommended.

“For at least the first four weeks of 
the 2022 school year, face masks must 
be worn by all students and staff when 
indoors.

Mr Caruana said he understands 
that on hot days, mask wearing is 
uncomfortable. 

“And having to wear them for 
extended periods of time is challenging 
but we have come to accept the 
important role face masks play in the 
fight about this virus.” he said.

He said only those with an approved 
medical exemption are exempt.

“ This  is  a  mandate from the 
Health Department and Education 
Department.

“Teachers are allowed, if they choose, 
to remove their mask only whilst they 
are actually in the act of teaching.

“Face masks must also be worn by 
students travelling to and from school 
on public transport.

“Hence parents and carers need to 
ensure their child is always armed with 
a face mask when leaving the house.

“The front office has a limited supply 
of face masks which can be distributed 
to staff and students whose mask, for 
example, may have broken during the 
day or who may have forgotten their 
mask on a particular day.

Mr Caruana went on to say all of 
Warrandyte High School’s classrooms 
and offices now have an air purifier.

“We strongly encourage, as per 

Health Department advice, students 
and teachers being in well ventilated 
rooms. 

This often involves opening windows 
and leaving doors open to maximise 
air flow. 

“On cold days, this can be challenging, 
but again, it is just something else we 
have all come to accept,” he said.

One of the talking points of Premier 
Andrews’ press conference about the 
return to school protocols was the 
use and distribution of RATs, and 
Mr Caruana outlined for the Diary 
WHS’ strategy for the initial four-week 
period.

“Teachers are well versed at doing 
multiple jobs, from being a teacher, 
a friend, a listener, a counsellor, a 
supervisor, and more — to now, as 
part of another 2022 COVID Protocol, 
being a Rapid Antigen Tests (RATs) 
distributor.

“During Weeks 1 and 3 of Term 1, 
teachers are setting up a drive-through 
service at the front of the school, 
enabling the fast distribution of RATs 
to our wonderful families.

“Staff  and students  al ike are 
encouraged to twice weekly test 
at home using the RATs we are 
distributing.

“This is a voluntary COVID protocol.
“Any student or staff member who 

tests positive must isolate at home for 
seven days.

“Hence Term 1 will be a period of 
disruption as potentially, teachers and 
students will suddenly find themselves 
unable to be at school for seven days.

“What can you do?
“It is what it is,” he said.

Kennel (canine) Cough – booster shots
Even dogs get locked down

WITH THE focus on the 
COVID-19 pandemic, many of 
us have been neglecting our 
other health needs, such as 
dental check-ups and cancer 
screening.
Our animal companions are 
also in need of regular health 
checks.
Sadly, some of this has been 
let slide over the last two 
years, as local vets report 
that contagious disease is 
becom i ng  i n c reas i ng l y 
prevalent because of lapsed 
vaccinations.
With reports that some of our 
four-legged-friends favourite 
drinking spots along the river 

have been flagged as potential 
transmission sites for Kennel 
Cough, Zeus, our CANINE 
CORRESPONDENT has been 
sniffing out the story from 
home quarantine.

I have watched my humans carefully 
during the COVID-19 crisis as they 
adjust their defences against this 
infectious disease.

Dogs, too, suffer from a contagious 
condition — Kennel Cough.

This cough may be chronic, sounding 
like a “goose honking” lasting several 
weeks.

Canine Infectious Respirator y 
D i s e a s e  C o m p l e x  ( C I R D C )  o r 
Tracheobronchitis in dogs is often a 
mild disease but can have unpleasant 
symptoms.

As well as an irritating cough, dogs 
can have runny eyes and noses, 
swollen tonsils, wheezing, depressed 

behaviour and — heaven forbid — lack 
of appetite.

It is highly contagious and easily 
transmitted by casual contact such 
as sniffing, playing, or sharing water 
dishes.

When dogs are housed together, the 
disease can spread quickly.

Hence the common name — Kennel 
Cough.

The good news is that vaccinations 
are available, and your local Dog 
Doctor can administer treatments.

Booster shots are also recommended.
H u m a n s  s h o u l d  s e e k  t h e i r 

veterinarian’s recommendations for 
vaccination requirements for their 
canine companions.

This can include adenovirus and 
parainfluenza.

Bordetella vaccination is also highly 
recommended.

The bad news is that part of the 
recovery process is “Doggie Lockdown”.

A few weeks of no walks, playing or 
sniffing with my mates.

Zeus finds himself in doggie lockdown
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I HOPE EVERYONE had a chance to 
have a well-earned break over the 
Christmas and New Year period.

Council is starting to get going again 
for the year, and we have a big year 

ahead of us.
With more freedoms and certainty 

this year, I’m finally able to organise 
community meetings across Sugarloaf 
Ward.

I really enjoyed meeting residents in 
Kangaroo Ground in December.

Thank you to everyone who came 
along.

Your feedback was incredibly 
valuable.

Topics discussed included road 
safety, roadside amenity, fire risk, 
public transport and the current review 
of Council’s local laws.

My next community meeting will be 
in St Andrews.

I’ll be holding a stall at the St Andrews 
market on February 19.

I’m also liaising with the team at the 
Warrandyte Riverside Market to find 

a date when I can hold a stall there to 
hear from North Warrandyte residents.

We’re in the final stage of drafting 
our new climate action plan, and we’ve 
received some great feedback from the 
Nillumbik community.

Over 80 per cent of respondents to 
our latest survey indicated that it’s 
very important to them that Council 
takes meaningful action on the Climate 
Emergency.

The final draft of our new climate 
action plan will come to Council on 
April 26 for endorsement.

While this will be a great step in 
the right direction, it’s really only the 
beginning.

It will require an ongoing effort to 
ensure that the plan is properly funded 
and implemented to see meaningful 
action here in Nillumbik.

In the coming year, we’ll begin work 
on our all-important biodiversity 
strategy, which will be crucial for 
protecting the incredible range of flora 
and fauna that we share in our home 
within the Green Wedge Shire.

I’m looking forward to hearing from 
the community as we progress with this 
vital piece of work.

We’re also making progress with our 
neighbourhood character strategy, 
which will be key to retaining the 
special local character that makes 
Nillumbik what it is.

S o  m a n y  t h i n g s  re s t  o n  t h e 
neighbourhood character strategy, 
including protecting our unique urban 
tree canopy.

Nillumbik has one of the most intact 
urban canopies in Melbourne, and our 
neighbourhood character strategy will 

be key to keeping it this way.
I’m continuing to liaise with council 

officers and the Department of 
Transport about a range of traffic 
and parking issues around Sugarloaf 
Ward, including parking issues at 
Research Shops, the danger posed 
by truck crashes at the southern end 
of Research-Warrandyte Road and 
the increasingly regular incidents on 
Kangaroo Ground-Warrandyte Road.

This is only a small snapshot of what 
we have to do in the coming year.

I’m so excited to see the great 
outcomes that we’ll achieve for our 
community through this work.

Please contact me if you have any 
questions or issues to raise.

This article was written by Cr. Ben 
Ramcharan and does not reflect the 
official position of Nillumbik Council.

council notes

By CR. BEN RAMCHARAN

Sugarloaf Ward report: A promising year ahead

Letters to the Diary must include full name, address and 
phone number, even if not intended for publication. Content 
may be edited for reasons of style, length or legality. 
editor@warrandytediary.com.au

your say

More 5-Ways 
frustrations
Dear Diary,
Possibly even more dangerous than the 
intersection itself is the regular habit of 
truck and van drivers to park on the verge 
at the Shell service station, sometimes for 
hours on end.

They totally obscure the vision of car 
drivers exiting the service station.

There is no way to see whether any traffic 

is coming from south to north on the main 
Ringwood-Warrandyte Road.

So anyone exiting has to inch out and 
guess whether any traffic is coming, then 
gun the car just in case.

It’s so dangerous that I rarely stop at that 
service station anymore, even though it 
is much closer to home than alternatives.

The verge needs to be blocked off with 
large concrete bollards or a metal crash 
barrier.

Michael Hubbert

Warrandyte South, 3134

Better planning
Dear Diary,
I feel so lucky to live in Warrandyte with 
its river, tall gums, and other indigenous 
flora, abundant bird and animal life.

There is a sense of community here 
and Warrandyte people have worked 
tirelessly over the years to retain this 
village, bush environment.

The pressure for development from 
subdivision, inappropriate building 
to suburban road making has been 
enormous.

It has been people power that has 
stopped this.

Local people pull together to fight for 
their environment when it is threatened.

Currently, the development of a bike 
path in Taroona Avenue, a concrete 
footpath in Webb Street and surrounds 

and upgrade of Jumping Creek Road are 
on the drawing board. 

I was horrified to see the suburban look 
of Stage 1 of Jumping Creek Road with 
its straight concrete footpaths, kerbing 
and retaining walls.

I know safety is paramount on a busy 
road like this but this does not mean the 
road making be over-engineered with 
consequent loss of character.

A much better outcome would be 
achieved with a meandering footpath 
(if needed) in bitumen with a crushed 
rock finish.

Eliminate straight retaining walls where 
possible and use indigenous plants to 
heal embankments.

Back in 1974, Beauty Gully Road was 
very similar to Jumping Creek Road.

It was widened (most thought more than 
needed) and nearly all the vegetation 

was removed.

No concrete footpaths, kerbs and 
retaining walls were used in the 
construction so it still has a rural feel 
to it.

However, no planting was carried out 
to heal the cut and fill areas, so 50 years 
later it is much the same.

It seems to me we need to form a 
group of interested people under the 
umbrella of the Warrandyte Community 
Association to come up with guidelines 
regarding any sort of development 
within the 3113 postcode.

This should then be brought before 
Council to give its approval.

People would then know the rules before 
they put plans in to Council and the 
locals don’t have to continually fight to 
keep the rural character.

Bev Hanson, Warrandyte

Kangaroo deaths
Dear Diary,
On Thursday, January 20, I was driving 
to work along the Ringwood-Warrandyte 
Road at about 8:30am when I came across 
four roos (two males and two females) 
that had been run down (probably 1.5-2 
hours earlier).

It was a disturbing scene, as myself and 
a wildlife rescuer managed to cut a still 
living pinky roo from its dead mum.

The little boy is now doing well and has a 
good chance.

What has bothered me since is that I 
suspect the incident was intentional.

I say this as someone who works with 
wildlife carers, and I have a good 
understanding of the animals.

They were spread out 200 metres along the 
road, a 60kph zone, with good visibility.

Out of the group, three animals were killed 
on one side of the road, the fourth on the 
other side, 80 metres away.

This would have been a substantial 
vehicle, as no debris was left.

I drive that road every day, and it is not 
hard to allow for changing conditions, 
so to speak.

On the morning of the incident, two 
people stopped — one was a woman who 
knew nothing about wildlife but wanted 
to learn (we showed her how to remove a 
pinky from the pouch).

The other person was from the group, 
Wildlife Rescuers, who just happened to 
be driving past.

In these summer conditions, roos will 
travel more and feed near the roadsides, 
and people have to allow for these things.

They are part of our environment.

But with Heritage Golf course and 
shootings in Panton Hill recently it gives 
people the message that they can do what 
they like, even on the roads.

Regards,

Nick Bean

This summer, stay cool, stay safe when in the water
PARKS VICTORIA is encouraging 
visitors to pack their summer smarts 
and stay safe when cooling off in water 
this summer.

While Victoria’s rivers and coastlines 
are the perfect place to make a splash 
and cool down this summer, it is 
important to always keep safety in 
mind.

The Yarra River is no exception, with 
many submerged rocks, trees and other 
objects that can cause swimmers to get 
into difficulty.

This summer, Parks Victoria rangers 
have teamed up with spinal cord 
injury support organisation Australian 
Quadriplegic Association (AQA) Vic 
to warn of the dangers and long-term 
impacts of taking risks around water.

Having developed a spinal cord 

injury after pier jumping as a teenager, 
Paralympian and AQA spokesperson 
Nazim Erdem OAM now educates 
others on water safety dangers. 

“I broke my neck diving into shallow 
water, even though the location was 
familiar to me. 

“It only takes a split second and a 
lapse in concentration to end up in 
a wheelchair for the rest of your life,” 
he said.

Jumping and diving off piers and 
other structures is prohibited on Parks 
Victoria land for public safety. 

Be sure to observe all safety signage 
and barriers when around water. 

“During summer,  people love 
spending time at rivers and beaches, 
environments we don’t know too well.  

“We love to get in the water quickly 

and make a splash.  
“To avoid serious and permanent 

injury, I encourage people to test the 
water first — never dive in.

“Don’t assume that water under a 
pier or jetty will be deep enough to 
jump or dive into safely — it may be 
shallower than you think, Mr Erdem 
said. 

Victor Teoh, Manager Regional 
Operations Southern and Maritime 
Region, Parks Victoria said water depth 
can change frequently “and there can 
be unexpected debris and hidden 
obstacles in the water that you can’t 
see or wasn’t there last time”. 

Across summer, Environmental 
Protection Authority Victoria forecasts 
water quality in Port Phillip Bay and 
Yarra River. 

Before you decide when and where 
to swim, visit EPA’s Beach Report and 
Yarra Watch to check water quality 
advice and alerts.

Tips for swimming:

• Only swim in areas where 
swimming is permitted

• Never go into the water by 
yourself

• Beware of hidden underwater 
hazards, like strong currents and 
debris

• Stay within the limits of your 
training and experience

• Jumping off piers and jetties is 
dangerous and not permitted

• Beware of swimming near or 
under waterfalls as this can be 

dangerous due to strong currents, 
submerged hidden rock ledges 
and other hazards
Tips for canoeing and kayaking:

• Prepare carefully. Remember to 
check river levels and weather 
conditions with the Bureau of 
Meteorology ahead of time

• Always let someone know 
the details of your itinerary. 
Remember, phone reception may 
not be available in all areas

• Book or check in with a Licensed 
Tour Operator if you do not have 
an experienced canoer, kayaker or 
rafter in your group

• Make sure you understand life 
jacket requirements 

Beauty Gully Road before widening (1974)

Beauty Gully Road after widening (1975) Jumping Creek Road (today) near Nelson Drive
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Wonga Park resident awarded Bravery Medal
By JAMES POYNER
WONGA PARK resident Benjamin 
Martin took part in an Investiture 
Ceremony on Thursday, February 
4, 2022, at Government House “for 
considerable bravery during the rescue 
of a person from a burning cabin at Port 
Fairy in Victoria on 21 December 2017”.

Mr Martin, alongside his friend and 
North Eltham resident Ben Van De 
Burgt, and Stephan Fourie, from South 
Australia, who was also staying at the 
Port Fairy Big 4 Caravan Park, pulled a 
teenage girl from a nearby cabin that 
had caught fire.

In March 2021, Mr Martin and Mr Ven 
De Burgt were both awarded a Bravery 
Medal for acts of bravery in hazardous 
circumstances, for their efforts in 
saving the teenage girl, which involved 
trying to extinguish the fire and then 
entering the burning cabin to try and 
pull the girl out.

Mr Martin took us through the 

experience in his own words.
“While putting our young children to 

bed, fire engulfed a neighbouring cabin 
— inside was a young teenage girl.

“Both my friend, Ben Van Der 
Burgt, and I attempted to extinguish 
the fire, but unfortunately, this was 
unsuccessful, and we focused our 
attention on trying to remove the girl 
from the cabin.

“After forcibly gaining entry to the 
front door, we attempted entry into 
the cabin via crawling, but after getting 
only a small distance into the cabin, we 
were completely overcome by smoke — 
our only option was to retreat.

“With the assistance of another 
person, both Van Der Burgt and I 
found an open bathroom window at 
head height.

“We opened the window and found 
the young girl retreated to this room.

“The three of us dragged the girl out 
this window while the fire completely 

engulfed and destroyed the cabin.
“At one point this involved dragging 

the girl via her hair as she was limp and 
overcome by the fire.

“Both Ben and I are humbled by the 
Bravery Award but were glad we were 
able to help this young lady.

“We felt sorry for the owners of the 
Port Fairy Caravan park who lost four 
cabins a few days before Christmas.”

The Bravery Medal was awarded 
to Ben in March 2021, but due to 
COVID-19, the official presentation 
could not take place until now.

Light at the end of Chapel Lane as verdict delivered
By JAMES POYNER
THE COMMUNITY around Chapel 
Lane, near Nutfield might be able 
to finally close the book on the saga 
that has been the fight to stop illegal 
dumping at 130 and 265 Chapel Lane, 
with a VCAT (Victorian Civil and 
Administrative Tribunal) ruling on an 
Enforcement Order which will see the 
site rehabilitated at the expense of the 
landowner and landfill company.

The Diary initially reported on the 
story in August 2020.

As well as complaints about large 
convoys of trucks on narrow roads, 
ecological concerns were also raised 
about the impact the dumping was 
having on soil contamination and local 
water catchments.

At the time of initial reporting, then 
Nillumbik Mayor Cr. Karen Egan cited 
the limitation of the Victorian planning 
permissions, preventing Council from 
acting.

“The existing Victorian planning 
provisions greatly inhibit Council’s 
ability to act on this issue.
We call on the Minister for Planning 
to initiate immediate reforms to 
State planning provisions in order to 
enable councils to regulate soil and 
fill-dumping within their boundaries.
This incident yet again highlights a 
significant issue facing peri-urban 
councils, an issue we have raised 
previously.
As we’ve seen, the effects of fill 
dumping in a Green Wedge Zone are 

not limited to the site of the works.
The damage to surrounding roads 
and infrastructure along with 
disruption to the local community 
can be considerable.”

On September 15, 2020, Nillumbik 
Council applied to VCAT for an 
Enforcement Order under Section 114 
of the Planning and Environment Act 
1987 with respect to the contravention 
that has occurred at 130 Chapel Lane, 
Doreen.

A few days later, on September 21, 
Council also applied for an Interim 
Enforcement Order with respect to 265 
Chapel Lane, Doreen.

However, an Officer’s Report on the 
subject from Nillumbik’s January 27, 
2021 Council Meeting indicates that 

shortly after this, later in September 
2020, the companies dumping at the 
sites agreed to stop works until the 
hearing had concluded.

The proceedings of the April 2021 
VCAT Practice Day Hearing indicated 
that a positive outcome for the 
environment would eventuate, but it 
took until January 5, 2022 until the final 
orders to be handed down.

Under the Enforcement Order, the 
respondent (owners of the land/
company in this case) must:

• within 14 days, install silt fencing 
and hay bales as part of sediment 
control measures.

• within 30 days, commission and 
submit a Temporary Measures 
report to deal with erosion 

across the site; then, once the 
report is approved, execute the 
recommendations as soon as is 
practicable.

• within 60 days, prepare and submit 
a rehabilitation plan. 
The plan must meet conditions 
outlined by the tribunal covering 
hydrology; soil classification and 
disposal, if necessary, and mobile 
gross pollutants; vegetation 
cover; construction management; 
rehabilitating Middle Hut Road 
Gully; sediment and erosion 
control measures during works and 
maintenance; and monitoring and 
review.

The Enforcement Order came into 
effect on February 1, 2022.

The fire engulfs the cabin

Photos supplied

Photos supplied
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Fairy tale vaccine adventure 

By SAM BROWN
IT HAD FINALLY arrived.

Vaccination day for my eight-year-
old son.

After years of stress over his COVID 
vulnerability, carefully limiting his 
exposure to the broader world, and 
fuming that children were being left 
behind in the belated push to protect the 
broader population, he was at long last 
going to get a modicum of protection.

Mind you, months behind schedule 
and not in time to protect him fully 
before the super-spreader catalyst of 
school going back.

But needles and children often do 
not mix.

So it was with some trepidation that 
the family turned up at the Warrandyte 
Medical Centre on Trezise Street that 
sunny afternoon.

Ready to submit ourselves to the 
distressing experience of someone 
shoving a long sharp tube into my son’s 
resisting flesh.

We had prepared: Nurofen was 
stocked, promises made for the 
aftermath, including online trips to 
favourite hobby stores, eatery drive-

throughs, and his choice of movie at 
home.

To be greeted with fairies, face 
painting, balloon animals and music.

No sterile waiting rooms, antiseptic 
s m e l l s,  n o  g r i m - f a c e d  p at i e nt s 
waiting in uncomfortable chairs with 
telemarketing blaring in our ears.

Could this be? Had we arrived at 
the wrong address? But there was no 
mistake.

The surgery had gone to extraordinary 
lengths to make the whole experience 
as stress-free and fun as it could be for 
our little man.

And it was delightful to our eyes!
Especially to my son’s senses, who 

immediately asked for a dragon balloon, 
a snake painting down his arm and 
a sample of the brightly-coloured 
lollipops on offer.

But all that had to wait.
The chief fairy had summoned us.
I noted the wings, head antennae 

and delightfully speckled Celtic swirls 
adorning her face — and nodded in 
approval.

Like stunned Tattslotto winners, we 
were led disbelievingly into a small 
room with a comfortable chair and 
a second fairy, smiling and uttering 
soothing words of reassurance.

The next moments passed in a whirl.

While the second fairy engaged my 
son in earnest conversation over the 
merits of snake versus frog paintings, the 
first fairy had taken details, prepared jab 
and adjusted her wings.

The moment had arrived. 
With magical precision befitting 

her fairy wand, the first fairy had 
calmly explained to my son what was 
happening and administered the dose.

No tears, no drama, no stress.
A post jab picture has fairies and son 

smiling with thumbs up.
And so it was.
Instead, what could have been a 

stressful and painful experience turned 
into a surprisingly delightful outing.

My son had his arm painted, balloon 
made, and lollipop sampled—and could 
not wait to tell his friends.

All thanks to the fantastic nurses, face 
painters and staff at Warrandyte Medical 
Centre who thought about what would 
turn a potentially fraught experience 
into a fun outing for the kids.

As we left the practice, we saw other 
excited children with balloons and 
lollipops and smiling parents following 
chief fairy into the small room with the 
comfortable chair.

Enjoy! 
I never thought I’d say that about a 

needle.

Coronavirus wrap: Victorians enter the RAT race
BY JAMES POYNER
THE CURRENT wave in the pandemic, 
despite the high daily cases, has 
hopefully passed its peak, and with 
Rapid Antigen Testing allowing 
schools and workplaces to instigate 
surveillance testing, more and more 
of us are finding a way of living with 
COVID-19.

As reported in our Back to School 
in 2022 story on Page 3, the Victorian 
Government put in place at least the 
first four weeks of Term 1; read the 
story to find out more about the state 
plan and how our local schools are 
implicating the measures.

Vaccination update
Children aged 5–11 were able to get 

vaccinated from early January, and, at 
the time of writing, the vaccination rate 
for this cohort had just passed 45 per 
cent for the State.

The combination of pandemic 
weary parents and guardians and 
initiatives at vaccination clinics to 
make their environments friendly, fun 
and distracting seems to be driving the 
demand for this cohort.

The time between the second dose 
of the COVID-19 vaccine and the 
booster has now been reduced to 
three months at the end of January by 
the Federal Government, following 
a recommendation from ATAGI 
(Australian Technical Advisory Group 
on Immunisation) that a booster 
offered greater defence against the 
Omicron variant.

Following advice from ATAGI, 
boosters are also available for eligible 
16 to 17-year-olds.

RAT race
With the shift towards recognising 

self-administered Rapid Antigen 
Tests (RAT) as identifying whether 
or not you are COVID positive and 
some businesses and industry sectors 

now requiring employees to have a 
RAT before they can work on-site, 
the ineffectiveness of the Australian 
Government to ensure RAT supply 
can meet demand was demonstrated 
in early January with RAT supply 
effectively non-existent.

While supply lines for RATs have 
improved, it is still difficult to find a 
test locally.

The current Coronavirus isolation 
rules in Victoria require those who 
test positive for COVID-19 to isolate 
at home for seven days — a positive 
COVID-19 test can be obtained via a 
PCR test or using a RAT kit; if getting 
a result with a RAT, you are required 
to report your positive result to the 
Department of Health via the Victorian 
Government’s coronavirus website 
www.coronavirus.vic.gov.au/report 
or by phoning 1800 675 398.

Your close contacts — which is now 
defined as anyone who has been inside 
with you in a household-like setting 
for more than four hours while you 
were infectious — are also required to 
isolate for seven days and get a PCR 
or RAT on day one and day six of their 
isolation period.

All other contacts are required to 
watch for symptoms, and it is suggested 
they “use a daily rapid antigen test for 
five days”, but if that is not possible, 
then monitor for symptoms and get 
tested if symptoms present.

The twist in this tale came from 
National Cabinet.

Due to pandemic and isolation 
measures causing strain on key 
industries — such as food and goods 
supply chain, emergency services 
and education — the Government 
has added a swathe of sectors to the 
essential industry list.

National Cabinet has identified 
the following industries as critical: 
transport and logistics ;  health ; 

e m e r g e n c y  s e r v i c e s ;  e n e r g y ; 
food, beverage and critical goods 
excluding hospitality; education; 
t e l e c o m mu n i c at i o n s ;  f i na n c e ; 
cr i t ical  g overnment ;  ess ential 
research; building and construction; 
accommodation.

When identified as a close contact, 
workers in these industries will be able 
to return to work — at the discretion of 
their employer — if they can produce 
a negative RAT before the end of their 

isolation period.
These changes aim to relieve pressure 

on critical infrastructure severely 
impacted by staff shortages due to 
employees being in isolation once 
identified as a close contact.

Many of you would have already 
seen this impact with food and goods 
shortages in local supermarkets.

Those who are symptomatic or 
identified as a close contact will be 
able to obtain a free PCR or RAT from 

a Coronavirus testing site.
For the rest of us, obtaining a RAT kit 

for work purposes or peace of mind is 
near impossible.

Facebook groups and websites 
such as findarat.com have been 
created to help track down chemists 
and supermarkets with stock, but it 
seems that for the foreseeable future, 
obtaining a RAT kit is down to luck 
and timing.

opinion

Staff at Warrandyte Medical in their fairy costumes
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The Pottery Expo 2022 Clay Communities
By JANE ANNOIS
THE POTTERY EXPO is bringing 
our local Clay Community together 
this year, always highly anticipated 
amongst the potters who can’t wait to 
get together again.

It will be our 22nd event.
The Clay Community reaches 

towards regional Victoria, including 
potters from Lorne, Castlemaine, 
Foster, Bendigo and Ballarat districts.

We have a few interstate additions 
from NSW and welcome back Neil 
Hoffmann from Tasmania, who will 
also be running a ceramic workshop 
at Warrandyte Neighbourhood House 
on Tuesday, March 1.

Valley Potters is a vibrant group 
of Melbourne potters organising 
exhibitions, workshops and meetings 
for over 40 years.

They will present an exhibition of 
members work at the Expo this year.

Eastern Studio Potters will  be 
represented by four members from 
their group.

This year, a new feature of the 
Expo will be Clay Bites — a marquee 
representing 10 potters holding a mini-
exhibition of their work.

As the Expo grows, so does the 
standard, expect the best of Australian 
studio ceramics as the number of 
sites remain the same but demand 
continues to climb.

The potters look forward to meeting 
visitors to discuss their work and 
explain the hows and whys of ceramic.

Each stand will be as different as 
the ceramic artist within, with work 
ranging from sculpture, fine tableware, 
quirky ceramics, stunning pieces for 
home and garden.

All pieces are for sale.
The Clay Hub invites children and 

adults to participate in clay making 
activities.

A large marquee will house kids clay 
making with Clay Talk, Montsalvat.

Children w il l  be making and 
decorating pebbles for the new 
playground at wonguim wilam park.

The pebbles will form the basis for 
a water feature stream through the 
playground.

A d u l t s  w i l l  b e  m a k i n g  a n d 
decorating clay tiles with Warrandyte 
Pottery Studio Gallery for a table 
outside, between the gallery and the 
playground.

All activities are free, and everyone is 
welcome to join in.

Slow Clay Centre will  hold its 
inspiring series of Tent Talks over the 
weekend.

The subjects discussed will provide 
insights into the various studio setups, 
ceramic practices, glazes, kiln building 
and communities.

The Music program is alive with our 

local musical heroes.
On Saturday morning, Rick Ozimo 

will be cruising with his saxophone and 
his musical mates around the Expo; his 
band Black Cat Bone will hit the stage 
on Saturday 2:30pm–4:30pm.

On Sunday, Jay Smith and Adam 
McComb will join us again after they 
made such a hit last year, expected to 
gather a crowd from 12:30pm–2pm, 
they will be followed by our very own 
Velvet Lounge headed up by Cath 
Rutten.

Now and Not Yet will be on site 
with various food options, coffee and 
ice creams, Poppysmack will have 
delicious Vietnamese rolls, while Hops 
and Vine will have a range of fine wines 
and craft beers.

The Pottery Expo is supported by 
Manningham Council’s community 
arts grants, a Warrandyte Community 
Bank grant, the Warrandyte Lions Club 
and Warrandyte Riverside Market 
Committee, Warrandyte Bakery, Now 
and Not Yet, and Slow Clay Centre.

For further information, including the 
list of potters and details of activities, 
please see www.potteryexpo.com or 
find us on Facebook and Instagram by 
searching “the pottery expo”.

There are a few places still available 
for Neil Hoffmann’s Ceramic workshop.

To register, go to: www.trybooking.
com/BOGEB

Made by Kim Waters

Made by Emma ParkerMade by Neil Hoffmann

Made by Adam Cox

Made by Minna Graham
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A new space for groups to meet 
in the heart of Warrandyte

THE WARRANDYTE Community 
Association(WCA) has leased office 
space in the Community Centre in 
Yarra Street.

The office is now open and is 
available for use by community 
groups.

The space previously occupied by 
Doncare and Information Warrandyte, 
between Warrandyte Library and the 
Lions Op Shop, closed in March 2020 
due to the pandemic and lack of 
funding.

WCA took over the space in mid-
2021 after Council ran a tender for 
interested groups to take up the space.

WCA headed up a consortium of 
community groups including the 
Warrandyte Community Retirement 
Housing Co-Operative who will share 
the use of the space and also offer it up 
for wider public use.

WCA President, Terry Tovey, said 

that a major objective in taking the 
space was making it available to 
community groups for meetings, 
promotions, and displays.

The room is also planned to allow 
WCA and other groups to host 
meetings to address local issues 
such as bushfire awareness, planning 
matters, environmental and other 
social community issues.

“ Hav i ng  st re e t  f ro nt ag e  w i l l 
hopefully give community groups 
greater visibility.

“The WCA is grateful for the 
confidence shown by Manningham 
City Council in making the space 
available and for the support of 
Warrandyte Community Bank with 
setup costs through its community 
grants program”, Mr Tovey said.

Manningham Mayor Cr Michelle 
Kleinert told the Diary it was wonderful 
to be able to offer Manningham 

groups local facilities to undertake 
community outreach and awareness 
activities.”

“We provide community facilities 
that are well used and serve a range 
of purposes for our residents and 
businesses. 

“Warrandyte Community Centre 
is one of more than 200 community 
facilities that we own and maintain. 

“These facilities provide local 
access to everything from playgroups 
and library services to recreational 
opportunities and more.”

WCA has said there would be no 
charge for eligible not-for-profit 
community groups.

Community groups wishing to use 
the space can register as users and, 
in the first instance, should make 
their interest known by emailing the 
WCA at info@warrandyte.org.au.

Government-funded Three-Year-Old Kinder rolled out 
By JAMES POYNER
THE STATE G overnment  has 
officially rolled out its Three-Year-
Old Kinder support program across 
the whole state.

Premier Daniel Andrews chose 
Carrum Downs to announce the 
full rollout of the program, but with 
around 2,700 services across 79 local 
government areas participating in 
the scheme, three-year-olds right 
across Victoria will now have access 
to funded Three-Year-Old Kinder 
places.

“We’re leading the nation when it 
comes to giving kids the best start in 

life — today marks a huge milestone 
in our work to build the Education 
State and give every Victorian child 
the best opportunities, no matter 
where they live,” said Mr Andrews.

At launch, the government-funded 
Three-Year-Old Kinder program will 
deliver at least five hours per week 
of Three-Year-Old Kinder, with this 
growing to 15 hours by 2029.

Minister for Early Childhood Ingrid 
Stitt spoke about this opportunity for 
current and future generations.

“We couldn’t be more excited to 
welcome families from right across 
Victoria into our Three-Year-Old 
Kinder programs — this reform will 

give a whole generation of children 
the early education they need to 
succeed in life,” she said.

Warrandyte Childcare and Pre-
school is one service participating in 
the Three-Year-Old Kinder program, 
Centre Director Melissa Martinov 
spoke to the Diary about the new 
program and the benefits of engaging 
its three-year-olds in education.

“What  an excit ing  t ime for 
kindergarten!

“An extra year of play-based 
learning taught by a qualified 
Kindergarten Teacher.

“Young children learn about the 
world around them through play.

“This allows children to use their 
imagination and creativity and learn 
important skills such as: language 
development, social and emotional 
development, building positive 
relationships, and developing 
positive dispositions for learning.

“Evidence shows that play-based 
learning can go a long way in 
supporting children’s development.

“Children who participate in a 
kindergarten program are less likely 
to be developmentally vulnerable 
when at school,” Ms Martinov said.

She told the Diary  about the 
specific program her centre uses.

“War randyte  Childcare and 

Preschool Centre provide the 
community a curriculum that is 
child-centred, play-based and has 
an emergent curriculum following 
the Early Years Learning Framework, 
and Walker Learning approach, 
utilising a beautiful multilevel 
natural outdoor play space and a 
flexible indoor space to provide an 
enhanced learning environment,” 
she said.
Parents and guardians who want 
to find out if they are eligible for 
the government-funded program 
should visit www.vic.gov.au/
kindergarten.

Fond farewell to Dr Derek

THE FAIRLEY family extends an 
invitation for community members 
to attend a memorial service 
celebrating the life of Derek Fairley.

The beloved community member 
and respected local veterinarian 
passed away in July 2021.

The service will be held at 
Warrandyte Unit ing Church, 
Taroona Avenue, Warrandyte on 
Saturday, March 5 at 2:30pm.

memorial
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Quintessentially Warrandyte
2022 Menzies Community Australia Day Awards
BY DON HUGHES
PASSIONATE INDIVIDUALS who 
make a significant contribution to 
the Menzies community have been 
formally acknowledged each year 
since 1993.

This  year,  20 recipients  were 
recognised.

They represent the vast diversity of 
cultural, ethnic and gender groups 
resident within the electorate.

Often, they work tirelessly to improve 
our social amenity and quality of life.

Hosted at the Manningham Function 
Centre by the Federal Member for 
Menzies, Hon Kevin Andrews MP, 
the Australia Day Award Ceremony 
recognised several outstanding 
Warrandyte individuals amongst the 
recipients.
Julie Quinton (Quinton’s SUPA IGA)

Owner and operator of Quinton’s 
SUPA IGA in Warrandyte, Julie Quinton, 
is recognisable as quintessentially 
“Warrandyte”.

Running an independent and family-
owned supermarket has Julie and her 
team engaged in local activities — 
supporting every local sporting club, 
community group, kinder and school 
in Warrandyte.

As the township’s biggest employer, 
Julie has shown a commitment to 
support other business owners through 

her work in the Warrandyte Business 
Association and Be Ready Warrandyte 
Committee.

This also saw her play a key role in 
initiating the Warrandyte Fireball 
fundraise which supports local CFA 
brigades.

In addition, through her business, 
Julie has made a conscious effort to 
support Australian manufacturers 
and farmers by supporting locally 
produced and owned items.

Julie accepted the award on behalf of 
her team for their critical role during 
the pandemic.

“This award came as a real surprise.
“I graciously accept it on behalf of 

the team who throughout 2020 and 
2021 maintained a safe community 
environment delivering essential food 
supplies to the people of Warrandyte.

“I am just so proud of them.
“ D e s p i t e  m a n y  u n k n o w n s 

and restrictive factors, the team 
demonstrated initiative, resilience, 
and determination to ensure that the 
community’s basic needs were met. 

“Most importantly, the front-line staff 
became Essential Workers.

“This involved individual staff 
members serving in positions of greatly 
increased responsibility combined 
with a degree of personal courage 
against an unseen and little known 
threat.

“Staff often dealt with distressed, 
anxious and sometimes scared 
customers.

“The actions of the staff were 
exemplary whilst they maintained 
the essential and safe supply of 
basic provisions for the Warrandyte 
Community. 

“Serving the Community remained 
the indispensable focus of the store.” 

Shadia Hancock 
(Autism ambassador)

Helping fellow students with autism 
succeed at university and in life has 
been the powerful and passionate 
journey under taken by Shadia 
Hancock.

As a mentor for the I CAN Network 
for teens and adults on the autism 
spectrum, ambassador at Yellow 
Ladybugs — Autistic Girls and Women 
— along with being the owner and 
founder of Autism Actually, Shadia 
studied speech pathology at ACU 
and now applies this to bridge the 
gap of acceptance between the 
autistic and non-autistic spectrum of 
neurodivergence.

Shadia is an event organiser, speaker, 
artist and mentor whose non-binary 
and personal experiences being 
autistic have made a positive difference 
to many.

Shadia is an inspiration to the 

Menzies community.
Shadia explained to the Diary what 

drives her:
“I am passionate about amplifying 

Autistic voices within the community 
a n d  c o m m i t t e d  t o  i n c r e a s i n g 
acceptance and understanding about 
Autism and Neurodiversity.

“I am grateful to my Autistic mentors 
and connections with Autistic-led 
organisations like the I CAN Network, 
Yellow Ladybugs and Reframing 
Autism for supporting a similar 
message, encouraging inclusion and 
appreciation of neurodiversity.” 

Jim Pollard 
(RSL – Bands by the Bridge)

As an Executive Committee Member 
of the Warrandyte RSL for the last 
40 years, Jim Pollard has excelled 
in providing stable governance and 
guidance to the successful functioning 
of its various social activities.

Also, Jim has nurtured numerous 
f a c i l i t y  i m p r o v e m e n t s  a n d 
enhancements to the clubrooms 
coupled with introducing the highly 
successful Bands by the Bridge live 
music programme.

Jim is a stalwart of the Warrandyte 
RSL club.

Jim told the Diary:
“I was totally surprised and humbled 

by the nomination.

“My involvement with the Warrandyte 
RSL is more centred on the continued 
viability of what I believe to be a low- 
key but integral part of the Warrandyte 
community.”

Vote of thanks
Despite restricted attendance this 

year due to pandemic concerns, the 
ceremony still showcased the positive 
underlying goodwill and commitment 
of the recipients’ work.

Coupled with an emerging and 
changing emphasis on the deeper 
meaning of this National Day of 
Commemoration, the Mayor of 
Manningham Council, Cr. Michelle 
Kleinert,  paid credence to our 
first nations people with a deeply 
considered acknowledgement of 
country during her vote of thanks.

She also reflected on the past year.
“Looking back on such a difficult year, 

I know that together our community 
needs to rebuild connections and 
enable and empower one another.

“Our recipients at today’s ceremony 
provide a wonderful example of this as 
we navigate our way forward.”

The Diary  congratulates all 20 
recipients of the Menzies Community 
Australia Day Awards for their efforts 
and actions in enriching the lives of so 
many people.

Smart@me comes to 5-Ways for coffee, chat and learning
T H E  S PAC E  at  4 8 6  R i ng w o o d -
Warrandyte Road has been many 
things, most recently it was occupied 
by Yarralicious.
But now the building has a new lease of 
life and a new café for locals to enjoy.

The building at 5-Ways, is the new 
home of Smart@me  — a café with a 
difference.

Owners Raymond and Lily, and 
barista Joe have joined forces to create 
a space where adults can meet up for a 
coffee and a chat, find a place to focus, 
and an area to help children develop 

education and communication skills.
Raymond spoke to the Diary about 

Smart@me’s philosophy.
“Coffee and friends make the perfect 

blend.
“We hope that Smart@me becomes 

the place where locals can enjoy a good 
time with friends.

“From 7am to 2pm; whether you 
are starting work, or simply looking to 
chat with friends after sending the kids 
to school — enjoying a light lunch, or 
having some quiet time of your own, 
Smart@me is available.”

As an experienced mathematics 
educator from Hong Kong, Raymond 
will  also help local kids realise 
their mathematics potential via 
various programs, from basic skills 
development to problem-solving 
training.

As well as a barista, Joe is an art 
educator who has helped people 
w ith disabil i ty  to  extend their 
potential through Circle Painting and 
DanceAbility.

Joe wil l  be helping kids with 
special needs develop excellent 

communication skills through painting 
and dancing.

The café has only recently opened, 
but Raymond and Joe hope that in 
time, Smart@me will become a place 
for locals to enjoy coffee and leisure 
time and support the development of 
local kids.

Smart@me is currently open 7am–
2pm, Tuesday to Saturday, until 
March when the café plans to be open 
seven days a week.

Julie Quinton Jim PollardShadia Hancock

Photo: Pixabay
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Nillumbik’s 2022 Australia Day Award winners
FROM PROVIDING free meals and 
COVID care packages through to 
advocating for refugees, Nillumbik’s 
Australia Day Award winners all went 
to great lengths to assist others during 
the crises of 2021.

Nillumbik’s joint  Citizen of the 
Year Award recipients — who were also 
named Volunteers of the Year — are 
Eltham residents Miranda Armstrong 
and Marlis Dopheide.

Miranda and Marlis (nicknamed 
‘M&M’) have spent many years 
assisting refugees to move to Australia, 
secure housing and safety for their 
children, and start a new life.

Both widows, M&M purchased 
a house together in 2013, had the 
property extended, and began offering 
a place for refugees to stay. 

They helped families and individuals 
fleeing places like Syria and Somalia to 
find homes and follow educational and 
professional pursuits. 

In 2021, M&M were instrumental in 
securing safe passage for two women 
from Afghanistan. 

The women’s  husbands (who 
M&M regard as family) were living in 
Australia and desperate to see their 
wives — who’d been trapped in Kabul 
when the Taliban took over — come 
to Australia. 

They were reunited in November.
P rov i ng  ag e  i s  n o  b a r r i e r  t o 

community contribution, 12-year-old 
Stephanie Rujak and her 15-year-
old brother Hayden are the joint 
recipients of the Young Citizen of the 
Year Award. 

The duo behind Hayden’s Helping 
Hands also received the award 
for Community Group of the Year.

Hayden’s Helping Hands began as 
an initiative to raise money for people 
experiencing homelessness, as well 
as women and children escaping 
domestic violence. 

In the last seven years, HHH has 
contributed the equivalent of $200,000 

in donated clothes, toiletries, food and 
bedding; diverting many goods from 
landfill.

The siblings assisted in providing 
food relief to the community during 
COVID, as well as Christmas presents 
for children, and back to school items. 

The duo visi ts  local  schools, 
kindergartens, TAFEs, workplaces and 
community events to raise awareness 
of people in need.

In 2016 the Rujaks received a Pride 
of Australia Award, and in 2019 were 
acknowledged on the Honour Roll 
of the Diana Award; a global prize to 
honour young people who work to 
improve the lives of others. 

The award was established in 
memory of Diana, Princess of Wales.

Lorraine Hudson of Hurstbridge is 
Nillumbik’s Senior Citizen of the Year. 

For more than three consecutive 
months in 2021, Lorraine spent three 
days a week preparing meals that 
she would hand out to community 
members in the heart of Diamond 
Creek.

In that period, Lorraine prepared 
80-100 meals — including soups and 
sweet and sour chicken — weekly, in 
addition to hundreds of pasties and 
sausage rolls. 

The task required a commitment 
of 15-18 hours across each Saturday, 
Sunday and Monday.

The food Lorraine cooked was 
available to all — those who were 
struggling, those who were busy, and 
anyone who simply didn’t feel up to 
cooking. 

Each Monday night, Lorraine held a 
stall outside DC Meats (run by her son 
Daniel, who supported her throughout 
the endeavour) where she distributed 
her meals, brightening the day of 
many locals who were doing it tough 
throughout the pandemic.

Nillumbik Mayor Cr Frances Eyre 
thanked and congratulated the winners 
for their selfless contributions.

“COVID has affected our community 
socially, financially and emotionally. 

However, through this adversity it’s 
been so inspiring to see a sense of 
giving and a commitment to helping 
others shine through. 

That all the Award recipients — 
including both our Senior Citizen of 
the Year and Young Citizens of the 
Year — have been recognised for 
their tireless work to help ease the 
difficulties experienced by others, is a 
reflection of a strong local community 
spirit,” Cr Eyre said.

“It’s wonderful to see Miranda 
Armstrong and Marlis Dopheide 
named as our Citizens of the Year. 

They have helped so many families 
find a new life in Nillumbik, and played 
such a big role in not only welcoming 
Syrian refugees to Eltham in 2014, 
but helping them form community 
connections and make friends.

“The achievements and efforts of all 
our winners should make us proud to 
live in Nillumbik,” she said.

Following the presentation of the 
awards, more than 50 new citizens 

were welcomed in the Australia Day 
Citizenship Ceremony.

Guest speakers on the day included 
Paralympian Jaryd Clifford, as well 
as Uncle Ian Hunter, Jan Aitken and 
Jan Mackenzie from the Nillumbik 
Reconciliation Group. 

Musical performers were Bonnie 
Anderson, Ganga Giri, and Melanie 
Wason. 

The Joel Quinn Duo performed 
virtually for  livestream viewers.

Pictured, from left: Hayden’s Helping Hands volunteer Jess, Stephanie Rujak, Hayden Rujak, 
Mayor Frances Eyre, Marlis Dopheide, Miranda Armstrong, Lorraine Hudson.
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By KATRINA BENNETT 

much ado

Katrina and the end room of doom
WE HAD FLIPPED the calendar over 
onto 2022.

I’d been making half-assed attempts 
at New Year’s Resolutions, ignoring all 
those oh so clever memes declaring it 
was “twenty-twenty too”.

I’d chilled out celebrating Christmas 
with my entire family and been 
camping with 30 plus people for the 
holidays.

Life had returned to normal, hadn’t 
it?

Sure, there was a new COVID 
variant, but it had the name Omicron.

The name conjured up a cute 
elephant looking baddie in a Power 
Rangers episode where with a few 
ninja moves, a “Go Power Rangers Go” 
chant and boom, the evil guy would 
be banished.

Not so.
It turned out the O-Dog loved a good 

sing-a-long and some dance moves, 
and it spread through the summer 
festival and party season quicker 
than an influencer saying yes to a 
promo code.

But I was quicker.
Old Mate Omi tap-danced around 

numerous social occasions with me, 
can-canned through my local shops 
and limboed under the door at my 
work more than once.

Eventually, I was eligible to get 
boostered.

So, feeling invincible, I bought 
theatre tickets for Alanis Morisette’s 
Jagged Little Pill.

And well, isn’t it ironic — don’t you 
think? 

Not even 18 hours after getting 
Pfizered, this Big O wasn’t a cute 
sounding elephant on a poorly acted 

kids TV show anymore, but a heavy 
sucker that was crushing my chest 
whilst simultaneously stabbing me in 
the back with a knife.

The only positive thing to come out 
of the next seven days was a PCR test.

Next came the logistical joy of 
isolating in a house of five people.

I was promptly, virtually, escorted, 
to the “end room of doom” via the 
family group chat.

Geez, you’d think I had the plague.
As the name may suggest, the end 

room of doom is a not often visited 
room where things no one wants go 
to die.

Obviously, I was hoping to be the 
exception to this rule.

I battled my way through various 
chairs, coffee tables, childhood 
bedroom paraphernalia and copious 
piles of other household goods but 
couldn’t spy anything that could be 
laid upon.

A message was sent requesting a 
spare mattress; one comes up from 
the dusty old asbestos ridden shed.

Perfect for one diagnosed with an 
acute respiratory disease.

When dawn breaks on my first full 
day of isolation — well, not a true 
dawn, I’ve never actually witnessed 
one of those — when I have woken 
up enough that I became aware of my 
surroundings in some detail, drowned 
out all the excess crap, and honed 
in on the good stuff we’ve forgotten 
about.

I’m pretty amazed.
We were in the middle of a heatwave, 

and the air conditioner in my new digs 
could easily cool down something ten 
times the size.

Not that I mentioned this in the 
aforementioned group chat when 
there had been some teenage 
grumbling about how hot it had 
been at night.

I would never do that.
Ever.
Not to my beloved offspring.
Unless they forgot leave to some 

food outside my door, for example.
I also had bi-fold doors leading into 

a courtyard that is quite a pleasant 
place to eat breakfast and dinner.

Not lunch.
No.
Not unless you want your skin to 

resemble being dropped into one of 
Wile E Coyote Acme vats of acid — 
crickey, did it get blistering hot in 
there?

Honestly, I’ve questioned the whole 
of the family.

We had never used this courtyard 
before except for popping in roughly 
every two years to clean the windows 
— for no reason, just never thought to.

These doors also allowed me the 
freedom to double back and access 
the tradesperson entrance to the pool.

It was so nice to have a float and help 
ease all those aches and pains.

What was substantially more 
entertaining was how fast everyone 
else disappeared through the real gate 
when I came around the corner.

The thing that amazed me the most 
was the TV.

I was the custodian of the newest, 
biggest, and smartest TV in the house.

I discovered every single streaming 
service that everyone in the house 
was signed up to and the ones paid 
for by people who don’t even live in 
my house.

Whilst it was 85,000 degrees outside 
with about 340 per cent humidity, I 
got to enjoy watching Warrandyte’s 
own Scotty James win an X Games 
gold medal in his final Snowboard 
Halfpipe competition before the 
Beijing Winter Olympics on Kayo.

No idea who the Kayo belongs to, 
nor do I care.

But I’m keeping it.
On reflection, I wish the kids’ 

bathroom was given a once over, or 
a wipe down, or a delousing, or a — I 
don’t know — nuclear annihilation 
before I copped it.

Didn’t seem like a fair trade, a super 
clean en-suite for it.

I have a sneaking suspicion this is 
why I never usually step foot into the 
end room of doom; I’d have to walk 
past this cesspool teenage room of 
ablution to get to it.

As I prepare to leave my isolation, 
I hit on some more non-pathology 
related positives.

I’ve been ignored all day.
No one’s asking me to drive them 

anywhere.
No one’s whining, “what’s for 

dinner?”.
I haven’t washed any clothes; I 

haven’t loaded any dishwashers; 
seven days and counting, I’ve had 
nothing to do but think.

Struggling to breathe with the 
relentless COVID cough, I finally hit 
on my 2022 New Year’s Resolution. 
I’m going to learn how to side-eye 
roll like Grace Tame to Scotty from 
Marketing, especially when some asks 
what’s for dinner.
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Let’s celebrate — together again
By PETE CURRY
PLANNING FOR our 2022 Warrandyte 
Festival is in the final stages, with 
new and exciting events introduced 
this year.

The festival will be held March 18-19 
only with no Sunday events.

A complete programme and further 
details will be published in the March 
edition of the Warrandyte Diary.

Festival is all about the Music
For decades the Battle of the Bands 

has provided a platform for young 
local musicians to perform in front 
of a home audience, build their 
confidence and compete for prizes.

The battle will commence Saturday 
from 3:30pm and will include talented 
bands such as Doomsday Pilot, Zen 
Jackson, Riff’s Den, 3am Already, Drei 
Kleinen Jazzschweine, Whitten’s Lane 
and Controlled Chaos.

Following Battle of the Bands, 
several amazing musical acts will 
rock the stage from about 6:30pm, 
including Leslie D King and the 
Trembling Shakes, Jazz Party and 
The Scrims.

Lighting Up the Festival
This is your chance to join in and 

help create giant sculptural lanterns to 
light up our 2022 Warrandyte Festival.

Bring the family and work together 
to produce your illuminated creations 
under the guidance of local artist and 
artistic director of Sanctum Studios, 
Lachlan Plain.

These are free sessions put on by the 
Warrandyte Festival committee.

Bookings are required through the 
Warrandyte Neighbourhood House 
on 9844 1839.

All materials, tea, coffee and healthy 
snacks will be provided.

You just need to wear old work 
clothes and bring a sense of curiosity 
and creativity.

It’s going to be fun!
Workshops are from 10am–1pm, 

Sunday, February 20 and 27, and 
March 6 and 13

Flutterilla the Caterpillar
Did you know caterpillars grow to 200 

times their original size?
In the heart of the jungle lies a rare 

specimen — Flutterilla the Caterpillar.
When she hatches, Flutterrilla is very, 

very hungry.
She also wants to fly, but she doesn’t 

have any wings — well, not yet.
Flutterilla the Caterpillar is a tongue-

in-cheek tale of transformation told 
with puppets of all sizes.

It is an interactive children’s show 
and presentation including real-life 
butterflies and caterpillars.

Presented by Butterfly Adventures 
and developed with Sanctum Studio.

Free Street Art Workshops
Blender Studios has the perfect 

workshop for you.
Watch a demonstration of some 

spectacular street art from Blender 
Studios’ street artists before taking on 
a piece of your own.

Two Fabulous Street Art Workshops 
to suit artists, budding artists and art 
enthusiasts of different ages — stencils 
or freehand.

Learn the foundations of mural 
design and how to translate sketches 
into large scale mural works using 
spray paint.

Roll Up, Roll Up, Roll Up
Circus performances and workshops.
Be entertained by dazzling acrobatic 

feats and roving circus performers 
across the Festival Reserve on Saturday 
afternoon.

Aspiring circus performers of all ages 
can learn how to hoop, juggle, toss and 
spin with the help of circus coaches 
and with equipment provided.

Ducks, Ducks, Ducks!
We are collecting yellow plastic ducks 

from previous years to be recycled into 
the upcoming Festival and race again 
on March 19, 2022. 

Ducks can be left with any of the 
fabulous cashiers at Quinton’s SUPA 
IGA.

Screen Scene on the Green
THE WARRANDYTE Film Feast will 
kick start the festivities and will be 
held on the evening of Friday, March 
18, 2022.

North Warrandyte resident Rosalie 
Ridler (writer, producer and director) 
of Striking Productions has curated 
22 films for the evening involving 
independent and professional 
filmmakers.

Striking Productions has won 
international awards, including 
multiple in Los Angeles.

She is one of our hidden creative 
gems in Warrandyte.

There are five judges who all have 
acting and cinematic backgrounds:
• Lisa Male-Robertson (Actress)
• Brett Ashby (International Artist)
• Peter Krausz (Film Critic)
• Rob Mincone (Tv Presenter)
• Ant Neate (Actor and Voice 

Artist) 
There will be extra entertainment 

with MCs: Australian actor and 
comedian Peter D Flatery and actor 
Luke Toniollo; our introductory 
Mistress of Ceremonies will be Jess 
Matuszczak.

The Festival Lounge will be open 
from 5pm with a bar and food trucks.

Music will be provided by an 
assortment of bands, headlined by 
Marsden Williams and 245T.

Misty-Lite, comprising of Mijo 

Biscan and Kirsty Morphett, are also 
part of the lineup.

Bar and food trucks will also be 
open during the interval.

The films will begin at 8pm.
The location is the Riverbank Stage 

at Warrandyte Festival Stiggants 
Reserve Warrandyte.

None of the films are classified by 
the Australian Classification Board.

Content is varied, uncensored and 
may offend some viewers.

Earlier films on the night will be 
more family-friendly.

This event will cover current 
Government COVID Directions at 
the time.

There will be a people’s choice 
award at the end of the night and the 
Judges’ prize for the best film, which 
shall be a $1,000 cash prize.

Amazing sponsors donated all 
prizes.

We are so lucky to have such a great 
festival in our village and to have a 
Film Festival on top is a real treat!

With the delight of the running 
river water in the background, set 
amongst the green and get amongst 
the screen scene!

Every year, it has been a sell-out 
event, and seats are limited, so get 
in quickly.

Tickets are $25 and can be 
purchased at www.trybooking.
com/BWKTW.

IN AN ERA of teenagers being 
obsessed by their screens, it’s 
uplif t ing to see their youthful 
enthusiasm being stimulated by a 
more simple way of creating fun.

All it takes is a rope, a tree, and a 
river and voila, there you have it! All 
day fun for free.

Somersaulting from a rope into the 
cooling river on a hot summer’s day 
is great entertainment, requires no 
electricity and is guaranteed to keep 
you busy all afternoon.

The local lads have set up their 
rope at “The Log”, a famous 
swimming spot from the 60s and 
70s. 

The log was swept away by floods 
many years ago but the tree on 
the other side of the river is still 
standing. 

Back then; a rope, which was tied 
high on the trees branch, swung the 
local kids out into the middle of the 
river where they tumbled down into 
the flowing brown water. 

The old rope is long gone now, 
but the setup has left behind many 
wonderful memories of growing up 
in Warrandyte during the 60s.

It warmed the writers’ heart to 
see the kids enjoying themselves 
almost 60 years later, doing exactly 
the same thing in the same location. 

It’s a healthy reminder that things 
really don’t change all that much.

Local lad, 16-year-old Pat is 
pictured somersaulting into the river 
just below the junction of Andersons 
Creek near the Taroona Avenue 
car park.

Fun times at the river

Words and pictures by BILL McAULEY

Ducks at the 2018 Warrandyte Festival

The crowd enjoying music at Film Feast 2019
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THE FIRST PANDEMIC in Australian 
history was the smallpox plague of 
1789.

Before that, Australia had been a 
disease-free environment.

Therefore, the death rate from the 
1789 smallpox plague was horrendous, 
killing 90 per cent of the Australians 
who caught it.

With a base population of at least 
three million people, this meant that at 
least two and a half million Australians 
died from this one disease.

But smallpox is  not an equal 
opportunity disease and it killed many 
Aboriginal Australians. 

This meant that a whole generation 
of Elders was wiped out.

T h e re  w e re  a l s o  m o re  m a l e 
than female survivors, so marital 
arrangements fell into chaos, and 
intertribal relationships deteriorated 
markedly.

However, over the next 40 years, 
tribes readjusted their marital rules 
and tribal life gradually stabilised.

This was despite the inexorable 

expansion of British colonisation and 
the spread of other diseases.

Even the common cold could kill.
Then suddenly and inexplicably, 

just like the first plague of 1789, a 
second smallpox plague swept around 
Australia in 1828.

In the 1970s, the eminent Australian 
virologist, Frank Fenner, led a World 
Health Organisation program to 
eradicate smallpox, and this was 
achieved by 1980.

In Fenner’s multi-volume world 
history of the disease, he claimed that 
the cause of the second Australian 
smallpox plague in 1828 had never 
been determined.

Fenner enjoyed the highest possible 
world status, so historians have 
accepted his claim without question.

However, Fenner was wrong, and the 
information confirming the origin of 
the 1828 plague was readily available 
to him.

Public records of the day, including 
newspaper reports,  quarantine 
records, and the published history 
of the Manly Quarantine Station, all 
confirm the cause of the 1828 outbreak.

Fenner’s failure, therefore, cannot be 
explained as a simple oversight.

If it was not a deliberate omission of 
facts, the only other explanation is an 

arrogant cultural blindness.
The public records clearly show that 

the new smallpox outbreak had its 
origins in the arrival of the convict ship 
the Bussorah Merchant at Sydney Cove 
on July 26, 1828.

The Bussorah Merchant had left 
England in February with its cargo 
of convicts, and the disease was not 
present when it left.

However, at a stopover on the voyage, 
a new crew member was taken on 
board.

The new sailor subsequently became 
symptomatic with the disease when 
the voyage was underway, resulting 
in others on board becoming infected.

While the ship was still on its way 
to Sydney, the sailor died, along with 
another crew member, two convicts, 
and a guard’s child.

On arrival at Sydney Cove in early 
August 1828, the colony was warned 
of smallpox on board the ship, and the 
Bussorah Merchant was not allowed 
to dock.

The ship was instead placed in 
quarantine on the north shore of 
Sydney Harbour at Spring Cove, in 
what is now Manly.

T h i s  w a s  t h e  f i r s t  t i m e  i n  a 
subsequently long history that Spring 
Cove was used as a quarantine station.

Spring Cove fulfilled its quarantine 
function right up until 1972, only eight 
years before Frank Fenner, in 1980, 
certified for the WHO that smallpox 
had been eradicated from the face of 
the earth.

Following its mooring at Spring Cove 
in Manly, the Bussorah Merchant was 
kept in quarantine for the next seven 
weeks.

A local tribal leader, Boongarric, was 
paid as a guard to keep local Aboriginal 
people away, and convicts were also 
delegated as guards to the quarantined 
civilians on the north shore.

It would seem that Fenner and others 
have consequently assumed that these 
measures were quite watertight.

There are still current historical 
accounts that claim the quarantine 
measures successfully contained the 
outbreak.

Well, yes, as long as you don’t count 
Aboriginal Australians.

However, paying Boongarric to 
keep his tribal relatives and friends 
away was, of course, an entirely 
misconceived plan.

Boongarric would have been obliged 
to pass on any items of clothing or 
material that could be of use to his 
tribe. 

It would have been of no concern 

whatsoever to the convict guards, 
or to officialdom for that matter, if 
Boongarric was giving out infected 
clothing.

The fact that it happened, and the 
disease spread from there around 
Australia is indisputable.

It was even the subject of a newspaper 
report at the time.

On August 15, 1828, the Sydney 
Gazette reported on Page 2: “the 
smallpox epidemic strikes Aboriginal 
people”.

Like the 1789 plague, the effects of 
the 1828 plague were also witnessed 
by early settlers and recorded in 
Aboriginal folklore.

Although no colonist in Sydney 
caught the disease in 1828, one white 
man in Victoria did.

The escaped convict William Buckley 
caught smallpox in 1828 but survived.

Buckley was facially disfigured by 
the disease and knew it was smallpox.

He recounted in 1852 that the disease 
caused “…a dreadful swelling of the 
feet and ulcerous sores and taking 
many lives.”

Jim Poulter is a local history author.
His articles are freely available on the 
Reconciliation Manningham website 
reconciliation-manningham.org.au

By JIM POULTER

Birrarung stories

The second smallpox plague of 1828

Summer sights and sounds

WE PUT out the call for sights and 
sounds of the summer.

Warrandyte local Shirley Bendle 
sent us a sensational selection of 
summer sights and sounds.

Eye spy
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Catch up with important news and events from across 
Manningham and Nillumbik with the M&N Bulletin, 
Visit www.warrandytediary.com.au/bulletin for your copy.

M&N Bulletin catch-up

Building bridges through story
By HELEN BARTLETT
FOLLOWING ITS INITIAL success in 
2019, the Manningham Uniting Church 
will host the second Building Bridges 
Through Story (BBTS) event at their new 
church and community centre complex 
at 109 Wood Street Templestowe on 
March 4 and 5, 2022.

The event will feature opportunities 
to listen to stories from and interact 
with Muslim women from Benevolence 
Australia, Indigenous people from 
Wurundjeri Woi Wurrung Cultural 
Heritage Aboriginal Corporation 
and those with various abilities 
from Victorian Advocacy League for 
Individuals with Disability (VALID) 
an independent disability advocacy 
organisation.

It will be a celebration of diversity, 
and an opportunity to build bridges 
and establish lasting connections, thus 
breaking down walls in our society 
built through ignorance and fear of 
people of different colour, abilities, 
races, culture, religions, birthplaces, and 
socio-economic circumstances.

A Welcome to Country will open the 
event on Friday, March 4, and an Art 
Exhibition will be in place for the entire 
event.

A dinner will be held on Friday evening, 
with Saara Sabbagh — the founder and 
current CEO of Benevolence Australia — 
and recent OAM recipient for her service 
to women and the Muslim community, 
one of the speakers.

Benevolence Australia is a not-for-
profit community organisation with 
a reputation for being a credible and 
trusted voice on Islamic affairs and 
Muslim identity in Australia.

Saara will share her focus on being an 
Australian Muslim in today’s world, and 

how all peoples’ stories can be respected 
and relationships developed.

An all-day event on Saturday, March 5, 
will offer the opportunity to interact with 
speakers from all groups participating, 
enjoy morning tea and lunch, view the 
art exhibition, and take part in various 
workshops.

Highlights of the weekend will include 
Toltu Tufa — an African Muslim, a 
psychologist, and a highly sought-
after public speaker — who will share 
the stories of her community and her 
educational experiences.

VALID has been advocating for people 
with a disability since 1989.

Speakers from VALID will share their 
personal experiences, challenges and 
achievements in exerting control and 
influence over their lives, informing 
and influencing systemic practices, 
and exercising their human rights 
and citizen status within their local 
communities.

T h e s e  s t o r i e s  w i l l  b u i l d  t h e 
understanding and responses of our 
broader community in an equal and 
collaborative manner.

The Wurundjeri Woi Wurrung Cultural 
Heritage Aboriginal Corporation is 
actively seeking to develop partnerships 
with like-minded organisations and 
individuals in delivering services and 
understanding the stories and history 
of the Wurundjeri people.

Wurundjeri’s sharing of the history, 
stories and possibilities of connections 
o n  t h e s e  a n c i e n t  l a n d s  o f  t h e 
Wurundjeri will open doors to creating 
new relationships and informed and 
respectful responses guided by the 
Aboriginal owners of the land on which 
we meet for BBTS.

Building Bridges Through Story will 

be an engagement of the heart, a 
deep listening to the real stories of 
people who have experienced pain 
and suffering due to being excluded, 
ignored, subjected to unjust laws, 
discriminated against, and often abused 
in public.

Every story told will be a gift to the 
listener, an attempt to find a deeper 
connection with other minority groups 
in our own community through the 
specific experiences of those from 
Benevolence Australia, VALID and 
the Wurudjuri Woi Wurrung Cultural 
Heritage Aboriginal Corporation.

Manningham Uniting Church’s hope 
for Building Bridges Through Story is 
that people will gain an understanding 
of equality and a deep respect for 
difference, and we warmly invite you 
to join us.

The event is held with the support of 
Manningham City Council, Bendigo 
Bank, Koonung Heights Uniting Church, 
and Rotary Clubs of Manningham.

Register at buildingbridges.events 
or for further information, email 
buildingbridges@manninghamuc.
org or phone 9846 2012

CONNECTING COMMUNITIES THROUGH BUILDING BRIDGES

4-5 March 2022
to be held at

Manningham Uniting Church & Community Centre

buildingbridges.events

buildingbridges@manninghamuc.org
(03) 9846 2012

Building Bridges through Story is a communtity event supported and partnered with

This project is supported by 
Manningham Council’s Community 

Grants Program

Saara Sabbagh
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Thanks for the memories
By SANDI MILLER
Photos BILL McAULEY
THE ESTABLISHMENT of a farm by 
James Anderson in 1839 marked the 
first colonial settlement in what is now 
Warrandyte.

The village, first known as Anderson’s 
Creek, has become our town on the 
banks of the Yarra River.

The 150th anniversary of the discovery 
of gold 12 years later was celebrated 
in the early years of this century, with 
many events and memorials dedicated 
to the legacy of Louis John Michel and 
his team of prospectors.

The town has had its triumphs and 
tragedies, which were reflected in 
a Gold Festival by the Warrandyte 
Historical Society in 2001, a book by 
the Warrandyte Cricket Club (150 Not 
Out) in 2005, and a ceramic mural at 
the Warrandyte Hall, which is home to 
the Senior Citizens Centre.

Ceramic Artist Mary Lou Pittard 
worked with Warrandyte’s senior 
citizens on the mural, one of several 
murals to be created on local buildings 
around that time.

The largest project was the Warrandyte 
Uniting Church’s Peace Wall, which 
took almost two years to build and was 
completed in late 2006.

The creation of the Senior Citizens 
Centre mural followed soon after.

“The Uniting Church were doing that 
really big mural on the other side, and 
part of the grant for that Uniting Church 
Mural was to incorporate as many 
community people from Warrandyte 
as possible,” she said.

The church community was joined 
by scouts, girl guides, the kindergarten, 
the primary school and the senior 
citizens who worked together to 
create the colourful mosaic reflecting 
Warrandyte’s history.

“The senior citizens came across to 
help up and absolutely had the best 
time,” Mary Lou said.

She said they then received a grant 
from Manningham Council a year 
later to produce a mural at the Senior 
Citizens Centre.

“As a group, we decided what we 
would put on the mural, and the people 
worked in little groups, and they kind of 
chatted about it and did a lot of things.

“Emma Stuart from Manningham 
Council worked with the seniors to 
organise it all.”

Mary Lou joined the project to assist 
with the clay work.

“It was a lovely project; it was great.
“They are all very artistic, so it was 

quite interesting; you can see the 
different styles in the different people; 
that is what makes the mural so good 
when everyone gets involved.”

She said that she could take a step 
back as a facilitator and give them 
advice and demonstrations.

“You let them do it rather than you 
take over.

“Emma had done a lot with them 
in talking — they are chatting all the 
time about history, major landmarks 
in Warrandyte.

“Projects get people researching them 
a little bit and then coming back, so it 
is kind of nice, so I learnt something as 
well,” Mary Lou told the Diary.

She said the weather was a huge 
component, mainly due to the fires 
and floods that have hit the town over 
the years.

“Some of them did the plaques, and 
some did the mosaic, and to be mindful 
of making it different from what the 
Church had done because they were 
very close together, and I was quite 
mindful from the artistic point of view 
but also to show different possibilities,” 
she said.

The mural is at the entrance of 
the Warrandyte Community Hall in 
Taroona Avenue.

Artist Mary Lou Pittard stands in front of the mural

Gold Rush days

Memorial plaqueThe mural on the wall at Warrandyte Community Hall
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Bushfires

Bridge (detail)

150 years Progress Aboriginal Culture Artist Colony

Gold miningmural (detail)

Galah, Kookaburra and Koala Snake

Flood Township 1875
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Event: Can you see the beauty in it? 
 Exhibition by Tori Swedosh
Where: NaNY Gallery, Now and Not Yet café, 
 148-150 Yarra Street, Warrandyte.
When: Wednesdays to Sundays, 8am to 3pm 
 throughout February
Info: Mixed-media paintings and sculptures by a 
local artist. This is the second of five exhibition at the 
NaNY Gallery.

Event: Solitude by Deb Garrett and Kate Belvedere
Where: Eltham Library Community Gallery, 
 1 Panther Place, Eltham
When: Until Sunday, February 27, 9am to 5pm.
Info: Deb Garrett’s work centres around finding 
stillness and quiet in space. Deb’s interested in 
capturing the landscape during these quiet moments, 
particularly during dawn when there is a sense of 
calm and stillness. Kate Belvedere’s work centres 
around themes of decay and the indifference of nature, 
exploring the duality of the life-giving and life taking 
aspects of the natural world.

Event: Book Chat
Where: Warrandyte Library, 168 Yarra Street
When: Friday, February 11, 2022, 2pm-3:30pm
Info: Are you an enthusiastic reader? Are you one 
who loves to talk about what you have read to like-
minded people? Then we’d love for you to join our book 
club. The discussion will be led by a librarian from the 
branch. Register at shorturl.at/gwNO9

Event: A Koonung Bushwalking Club walk
Where: Birdlands Reserve and picnic ground, Belgrave.
When: Sunday, February 13, 2022, 8:45am
Info: Meet at the reserve carpark. A 12km walk 
graded medium along the Monbulk Creek and then 
other bush tracks. Visitors who have received double 
COVID vaccinations are welcome. Please book with 
secretary@koonungbushwalkingclub.org.au

Event: Doncaster View AGM Club Meeting
Where: Manningham Club, 1 Thompsons Road, 
 Bulleen
When: Tuesday, February 15, 2022, 11am
Info: We warmly welcome ladies to join this friendly 
group who support “The Smith Family” in providing 
education for disadvantaged Australian Children. 
Ladies of all ages are most welcome — all must provide 
proof of double vaccination. Contact Shirley: 98792380 
for more details.

Event: A Koonung Bushwalking Club walk
Where: Eltham, Diamond Creek and Yarra trails
When: Wednesday, February 16, time tbc.
Info: A pleasant 10km walk from Eltham library to 
Petty’s Orchard. Visitors who have received double 
COVID vaccinations are welcome. Please book with 
secretary@koonungbushwalkingclub.org.au

Event: Sip n Pour Fluid Art Beginner
Where: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House, 
 1/168 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
When: Thursday, February 17, 2022, 7pm
Info: Enjoy a glass of bubbles and nibbles (evening 
class only). Fluid art is a new, exciting style of art it 
creates bold, stylish and abstract masterpieces using 
colour and science. And the best thing? Anybody can 
do it. Zero experience is necessary. Create your own 
artwork to take home. Learn recipes & tips and tricks 
with an experienced tutor through demonstrations and 
easy step by step tuition. All materials supplied. BYO 
apron. warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.org.au to 
book. Cost $85.

Event: The 39 Steps
Where: Eltham Little Theatre, 1603 Main Road, 
 Research
When: Season begins February 18, 2022
Info: Adapted by Patrick Barlow and directed 
by Travis Eccles, this is a play adaptation of Alfred 
Hitchcock’s The 39 Steps. 
Tickets trybooking.com/BWATE.

Event: Desktop Publishing with Canva Software
Where: Online, Wonga Park Community Cottage
When: Term 1, Tuesday evenings February 22 
 to March 29, 7pm
Info: Learn how to use the Canva software program 
for simple to use and impressive desktop publishing 
results in six weeks. Please note: This course is blended 
delivery — offered fully online on Tuesday evenings. 
Funded by Adult Community & Further Education 
(ACFE) only $25 for Australian citizens or residents. 
Medicare card and/or Concession Card may be 
required for validation. Otherwise, fee for service full 
price $195. For more information or to book your place, 
visit wongaparkcommunitycottage.org.au

Event: Youth Mental Health 
 with Professor Patrick McGorry AO
Where: Heidelberg Golf Club
When: Thursday, February 24, 2022, 6:15pm
Info: An opportunity to share an intimate evening 
with Australia’s leading advocate for Youth Mental 
Health reform. Presented by Rotary Club of Eltham, 
double vaccination required, RSVP by Monday, 
February 21, 2022. Cost $40 per person, 
trybooking.com/BAXWG

Event: HLTAID011 Provide first aid
Where: Domeney Recreation Reserve, 
 52 Knees Road, Park Orchards
When: Saturday, February 26, 2022, 8:30am to 4pm
Info: HLTAID011 Provide first aid (replaces 
HLTAID003) will give you the skills and knowledge 
required to provide first aid response, life support, 
management of casualty(s), the incident and other 
first aiders, until the arrival of medical or other 
assistance. This course includes HLTAID009 Provide 
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation.
All training provided is in line with the Australian 
Resuscitation Council Guidelines.
See www.parkorchards.org.au/Courses/FirstAid for 
more info and to book. From $135.

Event: Warrandyte Pottery Expo 2022
Where: Warrandyte riverside reserve
When: Weekend of February 26 & 27, 
 10am to 5:30pm.
Info: It’s time for the clay to reign supreme at the 
pottery expo. See local and international potters and 
maybe buy something nice to support a diverse artistic 
community. Music, food, community and clay. What’s 
not to like?

Event: Run Warrandyte 2022
Where: Warrandyte Reserve, Taroona Avenue
When: Sunday, March 6, 2022
Info: Warrandyte’s annual bush fun run, distances 
from 5km to 21km plus an U8s dash — fun for all the 
family. Visit runwarrandyte.com for information and 
to book. This event has a COVID Safe plan which all 
participants must adhere to.

what’s happening

Cliff’s bench
Dear Diary,
The family of the late Cliff Green would like to 
thank the Warrandyte Diary for its contribution 
to the memorial seat for Cliff which has been 
installed along the river path.
The Diary was such a big part of his life for 
many years, and it is comforting to have 
appreciation expressed in this way.
From,
Judy, Mandy, Kathy, Fiona and David and 
their families Cliff’s bench located on the banks of the Yarra River

 

Warrandyte 
Riverside Market
Saturday, March 5
8am–1pm
Stiggants Reserve

Doncaster Hill Market 
Sunday, March 6
9am–2pm
MC2, 699 Doncaster Road, 
Doncaster

Hurstbridge Market 
Sunday, March 6
9am–2pm
Hurstbridge Primary School

Park Orchards Market
Saturday February 19 
10am–2pm
Park Orchards Primary,  
1-3 Bowmore Avenue,  
Park Orchards

St Andrews  
Community Market
Saturdays
9am–2pm 
Kangaroo Ground -  
St Andrews Road,  
St Andrews 

Local markets



call 9844 3071
91-93 Melbourne Hill Rd
clinic@warrandytevet.com.au

warrandytevet.com.au

Committed to caring 
for all family pets

All types of  
glass, glazing,  
mirrors, shower 

screens

WARRANDYTE  
GLASS 

Terry Ryan 
9879 0373 

or
Mobile: 0418 369 294

Functional products with 
artistic qualities – hand 

rails, screens, gates, house 
hardware, handmade to your 

design or mine

0418 357 282
NEIL CARTER

Carter Art
Artistry in Iron

Warrandyte 

Servicing you & the Community 
since 1989

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Shop 5 Goldfields Plaza Shopping Centre 

P: (03) 9844 2029

Subscribe

warrandytediary.com.au 

to sign up to our mailing list

Warrandyte Diary  

straight to your 
inbox
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WTC is back with gusto: Five Seasons in one year
By ADRIAN RICE
YOU WOULD HAVE thought juggling 
three balls was difficult enough but add 
a fourth and then a fifth, and you’re 
getting into awkward territory.

But Warrandyte Theatre Company 
(WTC) is up to the challenge.

In 2021, WTC managed to keep 
three productions going between 
restrictions; this year, they aim for five 
— ambitious and doable.

The Follies will return this year but 
move from the festival slot in March to 
the end of the year; it’ll be a great way 
to end 2022.

In its place, in March/April, a suite of 
one-act plays will be staged.

They have been chosen from 15 
scripts submitted by local writers in the 
first-of-its-kind competition for WTC.

Invited readers of various ages, 
g e n d e r,  a n d  b a ck g ro u n d  hav e 
submitted scores and a shortlist from 
which directors have made their final 
selection. 

We are excited to be able to stage the 
winning scripts: The Distance Between, 
by Michael Fiddian; Love, Death and 
that 3 Letter Word, by Suzy Wilds; 
The Replacement, by Michel Fiddian; 
Consideration, by Damian Vuleta; and 
Women of the World, by Emma Wood.

Auditions were held in early February 
and we are looking forward to making 
some casting announcements very 
soon.

In May/June, the company will stage 
Blackbird by David Harrower.

Director Lisa MacGibbon points 
out her reasons for choosing the play 

include being made to think and being 
challenged.

It  i s  a  mu l t i - awa rd - w i n n i ng, 
challenging play (and film) that lays 
open thoughts on victimhood and 
blame and a story of perseverance, 
survival, and rebuilding that leaves us 
with questions to consider.

In Season 3 – July/August, we present 
another classic from Arthur Miller 
in A View from the Bridge — a story 
of misguided masculinity, family 
relationships, and justice.

The plot is simple, but the emotions 
are complex raw, and the characters 
are strong and engaging.

Grant Purdy, for whom this is 
his favourite Miller play, will stage 
the play on the floor, enabling the 
audience to surround and focus on the 

characters and the action — a perfect 
way to absorb the intensity of Miller’s 
superb writing and the emotion of the 
dialogue.

Calendar Girls by Tim Firth has been 
waiting in our wings since late 2019, 
and now, shaking off restrictions will 
bounce back in September with largely 
the same cast that had memorised 
lines 24 months ago.

This is a story primarily about a group 
of women that comes together in a 
difficult time to overcome insecurities, 
grief and strengthen relationships 
while raising money for the good of 
the community.

Susan Rundle directs this and chose 
it because it is not just a moving, 
feel-good play with lots of laugh-out-
loud moments but carries important 

messages beneath the humour and will 
appeal to a broad audience.

And, take a deep breath; The Follies 
Goes Off the Rails will return in Season 
5, directed by former youth theatre 
chums Matt Lawrence and Wallis 
Phelan.

In the middle of 2021, we held a 
fabulous evening sharing ideas, scripts 
and songs for the show, which was 
planned for last year, then March, and 
now has had to be juggled to November 
when of course, the scripts will be well 
and truly buffed.

It is the fifth WTC ball in the air.
We hope to bring them all gently to 

earth and present them in comfortably 
safe surroundings to our lovely 
audiences; I hope to see you at all five.

Adventures in wanderland
Fabulous Fab Nobs Pantomime of Alice in Wanderland at The Basin Triangle

By LYNETTE HAYHURST
IT WAS A REAL delight to see the 
joy and laughter of both adults and 
children enjoying a special moment 
in time when we all could forget about 
our worries as we were transported into 
these classical tales.

Written by Ferntree Gully resident 
Kim Edwards, with music by Sally 
McKenzie, Fab Nobs Theatre Inc’s 
pantomime blends the tales and 
characters of Alice in Wonderland, Peter 
Pan, Wizard of Oz and Treasure Island.

All good stories end, but we didn’t 
want this story to end.

It  w a s  w e l l  p e r f o r m e d ,  w i t h 
great passion, wit, and impressive 
choreography.

Like all good pantomimes, the whole 
audience — whatever their age — were 
engaged and involved with the story, 
held in suspense until the last moment 

and dancing and singing along with 
the cast.

Strong performances by Jacki 
Atkinson as the hilarious Mad Hatter, 
Bianca Heard as the delightful Alice, 
Colin Morley as the villainous Captain 
Hook, Aimee John as Dorothy and 
Maeghan McKenzie as the most royal 
Queen of Hearts, along with a cohort 
of great supporting actors.

Members of the audience said they 
loved it “because it’s really funny, with a 
lot of my favourite characters and I love 
the villains and Alice”; “it was pretty 
awesome, children enjoyed it, heckling 
the cast”; “we loved getting out in the 
sunshine today to watch this show, 
it was fun and entertaining”; “‘such a 
fantastic show, well done to all”.

On the day I attended, the cast 
performed to a sell-out crowd of 500.

The audience was also encouraged 
with prizes from local shops for 

audience participation and best 
costume.

Fa b  N o b  i s  a  n o t - f o r- p r o f i t 
organisation and has faced many 
challenges over the years, including 
staying afloat in 2020 and 2021 during 
the COVID outbreak.

The production company only 
managed to stage one out of four shows 
in 2020 but have managed to carry on 
with financial assistance from patrons 
and government.

Fab Nobs plan to put on three other 
productions this year, including 
Sweeney Todd in April.

Well done to all involved bringing 
singing, dancing, laughter and joy into 
our hearts and lives.

The show must go on!

To learn more about Fab Nobs Theatre 
Inc and future productions, visit 
fabnobstheatre.com.au.

Photos supplied

Celebrating Fresh Perspectives at wonguim wilam park
By JANE ANNIOS
WHAT A BEAUTIFUL Warrandyte 
evening.
The delayed opening of the Fresh 
Perspectives exhibition at Taffy’s hut 
was well worth the wait.

A large Warrandyte crowd turned up 
to enjoy an evening of music, singing, 
and outstanding local photography in 
wonguim wilam park.

The fabulous Chocolate Lilies Choir 
were followed by Jay Smith with Adam 
McComb with a special guest artist 
Aggie Markwell who won our hearts.

Councillor Carli Lange opened the 
exhibition bringing the relevance of 
the park’s new name wonguim wilam 
to the area as a long-held place for 
creativity and community.

The projection under the bridge at 
dusk was magical, beginning with Bill 
McAuley’s Skybirds accompanied by 
Matthew Arnold on violin as a prelude 
to our wonderful local photographers 
exhibiting their talent, showing 150 
photos set to the music of our favourite 
Warrandyte musicians.

Thanks to all who came, and to those 
who helped make it happen.

Photos supplied
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NaNY Gallery off to a great start
By GREG SWEDOSH
THE NEW NANY art gallery in the 
main street of Warrandyte has been 
an instant hit with locals and visitors 
alike.

Located inside the Now and Not 
Yet café and featuring local artist 
Jacinta Payne’s work as the inaugural 
exhibition, the feedback to the gallery 
has been extremely positive.

Seven of Jacinta’s paintings have 
been snapped up by eager purchasers.

The next exhibition will be of North 
Warrandyte artist Tori Swedosh’s work. 

Entitled Can you see the beauty 
in it? this exhibition will feature 
works of mixed media, paintings, and 
sculpture.

“It all started by taking photos of 
mud”, said Tori.

“I’m a member of an awesome 
Facebook page called Warrandyte 
Nature.

“There are gorgeous photos of all the 
amazing birds, animals, flowers and 
sunsets around this beautiful place.

“It was lockdown, and we were all 
confined to a 5km radius of our homes.

“I was meditating one morning 
down by the Yarra, and as I opened my 
eyes, I found myself looking at sloppy, 
mushy mud and some strands of grass 
that were growing out of it.

“It struck me then how we mostly 
don’t even notice the beauty of the 
earth beneath us.

“It’s easy to appreciate a great photo 
of a kangaroo, a wombat or an Eastern 
Rosella.

“But dirt and leaves? 
“I posted some photos on the page 

where a very funny conversation 
ensued.

“’What is it?’, ‘Is there a snake?’.
“My response: ‘Nope. Just mud.’

“It made me laugh.
“Then I started to notice the 

exquisite quality of the fine details 
around me.

“A feather stuck in some leaves, 
bark from various trees, shadows and 
reflections.

“It’s endless if you dive into the 
minutiae of nature; the closer you 
look, the more detail you can find.

“It’s really quite wonderful.
“And it’s awesome to know that 

we are connected to all things and 
everyone.”

Nillumbik Council has provided a 
grant for the exhibition through their 
Nillumbik Artist in Own Residence 
program.

This program has been developed 
to commission opportunities for 
local creatives to create for, or with, 
community from their own unique 
art spaces.

Tori’s work has been produced in 
her home studio in North Warrandyte.

The exhibition opening night is 
on Sunday, February 6, from 5pm 
to 7pm.

The gallery will  be set up as 
an immersive experience of the 
Warrandyte forests.

Wine and canapes will be served.
Other upcoming exhibitions are as 

follows, with the opening night to be 
held from 5pm to 7pm on the dates 
below:
• Kim Charbonneau, from April 3.
• Myra Carter, from June 5.
• Bronwyn Elmore, from August.

To stay informed of future exhibitions 
a n d  e v e nt s  a t  Na N Y  G a l l e r y 
follow their Facebook page at : 
fb.me/NaNYGalleryWarrandyte.

work by Tori Swrdosh

work by Tori Swrdosh Sold! Tori marking a piece of Jacinta Payne’s work who exhibited in January

Artish Tori Swedosh

Locals enjoying the NaNY Galley
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By BILL McAULEY

talking images

The Mirrorless revolution

OVER THE PAST 50 years, I’ve witnessed 
many significant technical changes in 
photography.

Firstly, in the 70s, we moved from 
medium format cameras to the lighter 
and more versatile 35mm models.

We developed our film in those black 
and white days and printed our prints 
in a darkroom.

During the 90s, we switched to 
shooting our assignments with colour 
film.

After processing the colour film, we 
scanned the images into the system.

Soon to come was the digital camera 
revolution and the DSLR (Digital Single-
Lens Reflex).

In 2000, News Corps, where I worked 
at the time, switched completely to 
digital cameras.

The darkroom was closed down and 
became completely redundant.

All the chemicals were poured down 
the sink forever.

We also began to use laptops to move 
our images around the globe without 
any generational loss of quality.

We’d head off to do a country or 
interstate assignment with a digital 
camera and also took a laptop, which 
had now become an essential part of a 
photojournalist’s equipment.

And so to now.
There is a new photographic revolution 

taking place right here and now!
Mirrorless cameras are all the go!
The term “mirrorless” comes from the 

fact that the complex system of mirrors 
found in a DSLR is completely removed 
from the camera.

The camera and lenses become 
smaller and lighter, which is great if 
you are used to lugging around heavy 
camera equipment.

I  thought  i t  best  to  ask some 

professional mates of mine to tell us 
about the advantages of mirrorless 
cameras.

Rob Leeson
R o b  L e e s o n  i s  a  c r e a t i v e 

photojournalist with almost 50 years 
of experience.

Ro b’s  i mag e s  a l way s  hav e  a n 
emotional component to them, and 
his creative output continues to amaze 
after all these years on the job.

“As a working news photographer, the 
new mirrorless cameras are a game-
changer.

“When you look through your 
viewfinder, you see the finished result.

In a limited light situation, you can see 
your image brightly and clearly.”

Jay Town
Jay Town is a second-generation 

press photographer with tremendous 
experience in human interest, sport and 
racing photography.

Simply put, Jay is a tech guru when it 
comes to cameras.

He brings both passion and technical 
excellence to his work.

“The best thing about a mirrorless 
camera is the ability to see precisely 
what you are going to get before you 
press the shutter.

“There is no need to chimp your 
photos on the LCD screen after taking 
them because you have already made 
the necessary adjustments.

“Also, you can shoot in 100 per cent 
silence using an electronic shutter.

“Never again will you have golfers 
chasing you down the fairway after 
missing their drive because of your 
shutter going off like an M16.”

Both Jay and Rob really know their 
stuff, and they have convinced me to 
change over to a mirrorless camera.

I’m currently researching the pros and 
cons of the competing camera ranges 
before making the changeover.

The top four cameras to consider are 
Nikon, Canon, Sony and Fujifilm.

They are all excellent and have their 

good points.
I suggest you read as many reviews as 

possible before making your purchase. 
I’m leaning towards the APS-C 

models.
There are some excellent comparison 

video clips on YouTube.
Good hunting!

The pictures
1. Spur-Winged Plover by Jay Town 
This beautiful Spur-Winged Plover 

captured in full flight.
Sony A92 mirrorless camera. 200-

600mm lens @F5.6, 1500th sec, 800 ISO 
2. Avenue of Honour by Jay Town
Autumn comes to beautiful Mt 

Macedon
Sony A92 mirrorless camera.    200-

600mm lens @F11, 250th sec, 400 ISO
3. Canola Crop by Rob Leeson
Alice McKay celebrates a Bumper 

Canola crop with her horse Bella at 
Laverton Park.

Nikon Z 6 Mirrorless Camera, 200 mm 
telephoto lens @F2, 125th sec, 400 ISO

4. Lavender Lady by Rob Leeson
Jodi Flockhart in the Lavender fields 

at Daylesford.
Nikon Z 6 Mirrorless Camera, 200 mm 

telephoto lens @F2, 125th sec, 400 ISO

1

3 4
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Amelia Bertha (Millie) Lee
August 23 1923 – January 17 2022

MILLIE LEE had a long, full, and happy 
life in Warrandyte before spending her 
final seven years at Newman’s on the 
Park in Templestowe, where she was 
very happy.

She could almost see her house from 
the window in her room!

She passed away peacefully on 
Monday, January 17, she was buried at 
Andersons Creek Cemetery on Friday, 
January 28.

Millie’s life was documented as part 
of Bill McAuley’s Our Living Treasure 
column in February 2014.

To mark her passing, with permission 
from her family, we have reprinted the 
column below:

Our Living Treasure: 
Mille Lee

By BILL MCAULEY
Not many people have lived in 

Warrandyte for as long as Millie Lee.
She was born over 90 years ago in the 

family home on her parents’ orchard 
four kilometres west of the township.

Although she was christened Amelia, 
she has never been known by that 
name; she’s been called Millie right 
from the start.

Frank and Ethel Adams produced 
four children, Les, Amelia [Millie], 
Harold and Edna.

Unfortunately, Harold and Edna 
passed away when they were still 
young.

Millie’s dad was in the orchard 
business, and she grew up surrounded 
by a fruit salad of delicious cherries, 
a p p l e s ,  p e a c h e s ,  p l u m s  a n d 
strawberries.

Millie used to help around the 
orchard and loved spending time with 
her favourite cow Pansy; “She was a 
stubborn Jersey but still my favourite,” 
said Millie, who often helped her 
mother as she churned Pansy’s milk 
into butter.

Millie and her older brother Les 
walked the four kilometres to school 
every morning and made the return 
trek at the end of the day.

One day during the Great Depression, 
Millie noticed a pair of boots in the 
grass alongside the road; curious, 
she peered into the bushes and saw 
a genuine old-time swagman fast 

asleep; Millie scurried away before the 
“swaggie” woke up.

“In those days, swagmen would 
come to the house and ask if there 
was any work.

“Sometimes mum would let them 
chop some wood in exchange for a 
feed.”

Travelling hawkers would also 
come around and knock on the door, 
bringing the shop to the household.

Millie still proudly possesses a 
wooden broom she bought from one of 
the travelling hawkers 40 years before 
Australians ever dreamt about buying 
such items over the internet.

W h e n  Mi l l i e  w a s  t h re e,  s h e 
contracted diphtheria, affecting her 
eyes.

“I was the only kid in the school who 
wore glasses.”

Her mother took her on regular visits 
to a Collins Street specialist.

Dur ing this  t ime,  Mil l ie  can 
remember dangling her legs from a 
cable tram as they travelled down 
Collins Street on the way to have lunch 
at the famed Coles Cafeteria, the best 
part of the trip into the city.

“I always had a meat pie with sauce 
followed by jelly and ice cream.”

Millie has fond memories of her 
school days at Warrandyte Primary.

“On really cold days, I used to heat 
the cocoa for the other kids on the 
open fire in the classroom.”

Some of the other students in her 
class were Stan Jones, Neil Robertson, 
Hazel Hussey, Aubrey Houghton and 
Elva Strudwick.

Millie had to give up school for a 
few years when her mother fell and 
broke her leg after a cow had pulled 
her down.

“But Pansy wasn’t the culprit,” 
remembers Millie, who stayed at 
home for a few years to help her 
injured mum.

In 1934, the Yarra River flooded and 
spread as a single lake from South 
Yarra to Warrandyte.

“We couldn’t get home from school 
because of the flood, and my father 
had to wade across the water at the 
footy ground then carry me across.”

There was more drama on Black 
Friday (1939) when a firestorm swept 
Victoria and destroyed half the town.

In the 1930s, well before television 
was introduced to Australia, Millie 
remembers her dad staying up all 
night with his crystal set listening to 

the cricket test matches in England.
His earplugs jammed in firmly for the 

all-night sessions.
“In the morning, there was bits of 

paper scattered across the lounge 
room table with all the cricket scores 
on them.”

When she was 15, Millie started her 
first job sewing at Buckley and Nunn 
and travelled to and from the city each 
day by bus.

During WWII, Millie continued to 
use her sewing skills for the war effort.

She worked in Flinders Lane, making 
army uniforms.

“The workplace was freezing in 
winter, and they were very strict; we 
weren’t allowed to talk, so we sang,” 
remembers Millie with a cheeky grin.

One day down at the river, Millie 
noticed young Jim Lee diving from the 
cliffs; later that evening at the weekly 
dance, Jim asked Millie for a spin 
around the dance floor.

“He won me over with his fancy 
dancing, and I lured him with peaches”, 
said Millie with a twinkle in her eye.

After a four-year courtship, they were 
married at The Holy Trinity Church in 
Doncaster.

Jim, a plumber, built the family home 
60 years ago, and Millie has lived there 
ever since.

Jim was a gregarious soul, and the 
house was often full of visitors sharing 
a meal; there were plenty of laughs and 
happy times.

Millie and Jim had three children, 
Margaret, Robyn and Russell and 
proceeded to raise the children in their 
happy house on the hill near Millie’s 
family orchard.

Naturally, the school of choice for the 
children was Warrandyte Primary, and 
the three kids sat in the same stone-
built classroom as Millie, her mother, 
and grandmother had attended.

Millie still goes to a luncheon at the 
school once a year, a get together for 
people from her generation.

Jim never had a sick day in his 
life, but in 1983, he succumbed to 
asbestosis, caused by prolonged 
exposure to asbestos.

In Jim’s case, it was an occupational 
hazard working as a plumber in the 
days when people weren’t fully aware 
of the dangers of inhaling asbestos.

Losing Jim was a huge blow for Millie, 
but since then, she has managed 
to stay busy and involved with her 
children, grandchildren and now a 

great-grandchild.
Tragedy struck the Lee family in 

2005 when Millie’s son Russell, a 
professional pilot, was killed in a 
plane crash.

Millie spoke with pride about her 
son.

“Russell was a daredevil from the day 
he was born.

“He was a very good pilot and bought 
a Cessna soon after he left school.”

The incident was a huge shock for 
Millie.

“I never really got over it,” she said.
Russell’s son Christopher also has 

a passion for flying and is currently 
working as a  pilot  performing 
aerobatics over Sydney Harbour.

At aged 90, Millie still keeps herself 
busy sewing and mending.

She has six grandchildren and one 
great-grandchild.

“But I’m hoping there are more great-
grandchildren on the way.”

Millie also has a passion for cooking, 
and in 2009, she won second prize 
for her orange cake at The Royal 

Melbourne Show.
No mean feat for this easy-going and 

modest nonagenarian.
Millie has lived in the same house 

for 60 years and wouldn’t have it any 
other way.

“I’m a person of habit, and I don’t 
like change; I wouldn’t want to live 
anywhere else,” said Millie talking 
about Warrandyte, the town that she’s 
lived in for over 90 years.

After sharing her life’s stories with 
the Diary for a few hours, Millie 
summed up her journey with one short 
sentence.

“It’s been a pretty good life; at least I 
was born into an honest family.”

Life beyond Living Treasures
Mill ie  got  her  w ish and was 

blessed with another seven great-
grandchildren taking the total to eight.

Millie’s daughter Margaret adds:
“Millie lived for her family and leaves 

a legacy of kindness, selflessness and 
courage for us all to live by into the 
future.”

BARRY WAS born in Auburn in 1934, 
the eldest son of Marlie and Bill 
Holding.

H e  l i v e d  i n  t h e  H a w t h o r n /
Camberwell area until 1940, when his 
father enlisted in WWII, and the family 
moved to Warburton.

His father was a Rat of Tobruk, a 
Signaller and was badly wounded in 
New Guinea at the battle of Finschaven.

Due to the injuries sustained during 
the war, his father could not undertake 
manual work, so the family worked 
primarily in cafes, delicatessens and 
guest homes.

Christened Barrie,  he made a 
unilateral decision to change the 
spelling to Barry when, at primary 
school, a teacher told him the ‘ie’ 
spelling was a “sissy” way to spell his 
name.

He later formalised this by changing 
his name by deed poll — something his 
mother never forgave him for.

Barry studied at Swinburne Junior 
Tech, Castlemaine, Daylesford and 

Bendigo Techs and then Swinburne 
Senior Tech.

In 1953 he joined the Locomotive 
Design Section of the Victorian 
Railways and completed his Diploma 
of Mechanical Engineering, and in 1967 
he completed a Building Management 
course at Swinburne.

He completed his compulsory 
National Service with the Air Force 
in 1954.

He was granted three days of special 
leave to assist his parents, who were 
the managers of O’Shannassy Chalet 
in Warburton.

The reason for this was that the Queen 
of England and Duke of Edinburgh 
were visiting Australia at that time and 
spent three days “r-and-r”, undertaking 
no Royal duties and stayed at the 
Chalet.

Barry was permitted leave to spend 
three days doing the dishes at the 
Chalet — a “Dishwasher Under Royal 
Patronage” — he chose never to do 
dishes again after that!

Barry worked for various firms from 
1956 to 1973 as an air-conditioning 
engineer and was president of the 
Australian Institute of Refrigeration, 

Airconditioning and Heating (AIRAH) 
in 1969.

He moved to Sydney with one firm, 
where he met Gloria Craig; they 
married 11 months later and set up 
home in Melbourne.

They had three children, Leonie, 
Wayne and Bronwyn and moved to 
Doncaster East in 1968.

In 1973, he formed his own company 
B W Holding and Associates, to provide 
expert Air Conditioning Advice — 
completing jobs for hospitals and large 
companies around Australia, including 
Nestlé, Myer and an Oil Rig in the Bass 
Strait.

Barry and Gloria visited Warrandyte 
with their children every summer and 
spent many Sunday night dinners by 
the river with a hot chicken and bread 
rolls.

In 2011, they saw an ad in their local 
paper for Creekside and decided to 
make the move.

T h e y  h a v e  b o t h  l o v e d  t h e 
surroundings and community at 
Creekside — Barry being the only 
man in residence, would sometimes 
quip about being “out with his harem” 
when the Creekside neighbours would 

be out together.
Barry had spent time as a volunteer 

for Scouts, a member of Rotary, 
Bowls clubs (including umpiring and 
coaching), and a member of Probus 
(including as President and Secretary 
of Warrandyte Probus).

He was also Chairman of  the 
Creekside Resident’s Committee and 
had been a Director and Treasurer 
of  the Warrandyte Community 
Retirement Housing Co-operative.

Beloved husband of Gloria for over 
60 years, Dad to Leonie, Wayne and 
Bronwyn, Papa to Trevor, Rhonda, 
Benjamin, Jade, Joel and Kyle, and Big 
Papa to Tahli, Indie, Mason and Finn.

Farewell Barry from WCRHC
Barry and Gloria Holding were 

among the founding residents of the 
WCRHC’s Creekside Community 
Village, which recently celebrated its 
10th anniversary,

Valued and respected by fellow 
residents, Barry was a generous and 
tireless contributor to both the Village 
and the Co-Operative’s voluntary 
Board.

Family man and friend, colleague and 
advisor, Barry’s expertise, patience, 

tenacity, and gentle humor have both 
formed and informed the WCRHC and 
our understanding of what it means to 
live a rich and independent life — in 
retirement and in place.

Barry is an integral part of the legacy 
of the WCRHC and will be sadly 
missed.

Barry William Holding
April 9, 1934 – January 1, 2022

Photo: BILL McAULEY
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By JUDY DUNGEY 

classic movies

The unsinkable, the unthinkable

A Night to Remember (1958) 
Stars Kenneth More 

From the book by Walter Lord
FOR THE LAST few decades, this 
fantastic British portrayal about 
the sinking of the Titanic has been 
compared (inevitably) to the 1997 
film about the same disaster.

Surprisingly, despite its black and 
white docudrama style, A Night to 
Remember is widely recognised as a 
far better and more realistic depiction 
of the sinking of the unsinkable ship 
and its aftermath than even James 
Cameron’s millions and imagination 
could muster.

But both films have always been just 
about a tragic historical event and 
left us no more of a message than to 
make sure we always carry enough 
lifeboats.

However, another film has appeared 
in the past year that offers another 
perspective and food for thought on 
the Titanic movies.

Universally hated by almost all 
the critics: Don’t Look Up (starring 
Leonardo DiCaprio and Meryl Streep, 
among others) tells of scientists 
trying to warn the world of the 
approach of a giant meteor about to 
crash into Earth in a species-ending 
cataclysm.

“Couldn’t happen”, says just about 
everyone, to the total frustration of 
DiCaprio.

Universally applauded by almost 
all the critics, A Night To Remember 
tells of the dawning realisation 
amongst the crew and passengers of 
the Titanic that they are all doomed.

“Couldn’t happen”, had said just 

about everyone.
Unsinkable.
Both films highlight humanity’s 

hubris to think that the world (or the 
ship) is unassailable, that no Plan B is 
necessary and that lifeboats will not 
be required.

Both films underline the class 
division of the world — on the Titanic, 
the first-class passengers are given 
priority access to the lifeboats over 
those in steerage in much the same 
way as the rich countries of the world 
now have priority over just about 
everything — vaccines, the right to 
pollute — even food.

Critics have called A Night to 
Remember “the most accurate of 
all Titanic films” and “the definitive 
Titanic tale”, commenting particularly 
on its social realism.

You all know the story —if you 
have seen James Cameron’s version, 
you will recognise each character: 
the elderly couple who want to stay 
together to the end, the orchestra 
stoically playing on until they can no 
longer keep their balance; the coward 
disguising himself as a woman to gain 
a seat on the lifeboat.

The brave Second Officer Charles 
Lightoller (Kenneth More), keeping 
order against all odds, the ship 
designer, the Chairman of the 
Board, the captain, Molly Brown… 
all appeared in both films.

Most were real people, travelling on 
the Titanic in 1912, faithfully recalled 
in Walter Lord’s book, and finding 
their way back to life in A Night to 
Remember.

By 1997, they were reduced to 
minor characters, extras to Rose 
and Jack’s fictional characters, who 
somehow made the story all about 
them.

None of these characters appear in 
Don’t Look Up – and yet, their ghosts 
permeate the film.

Both films show us smugly floating 
through life on the bosom of Mother 
Nature, secure in our belief that we, 
Lords of the Earth, have dominion 
over Her.

We are so sure that She carries 
no such defences as an iceberg, a 
meteor, a virus, climate change…

In the words of Walter Lord, who 
wrote the original book:

“The theme of A Night To Remember 
is don’t think the unthinkable… on 
page 12, it says, ‘We’ve struck an 
iceberg — a big one — but there’s 
no danger.

‘An officer told me so!’”
The television hosts in Don’t Look 

Up certainly seem to agree with Lord.
One asks DiCaprio if the meteor 

could land on a house and destroy it.
DiCaprio answers that it will 

destroy all life on Earth, and the host 
counters with, “Yes, but while all that 
is going on, could that one house be 
destroyed?”.

Don’t think the unthinkable.
R e c o g n i t i o n  o f  t h e  f o l l y  o f 

believing the unsinkable myth and 
its consequences are summed up in 
a conversation between Lightoller 
(Kenneth More)  and Colonel 
Archibald Gracie (James Dyrenforth), 
sitting on a lifeboat.

Lightoller declares that, although 
he has been shipwrecked before, this 
disaster is “different ... Because we 
were so sure.

“ B e c a u s e  e v e n  t h o u g h  i t ’s 
happened, it’s still unbelievable.

“I don’t think I’ll ever feel sure 
again.

“About anything.”
In the end, we would all like to 

believe that we would face the end 
with dignity, like the elderly couple 
and the orchestra on the Titanic.

In the words of one critic, “the 
class rigidity of 1912, for all its 
defects, produced a genuine sense of 

behavioural obligation on the Titanic 
among rich and poor alike; that the 
greatest number of people aboard 
faced death or hardship with a stoic 
and selfless grace that the world has 
wondered at for most of this century.”

On the other hand, Don’t Look Up 
highlights that rich and poor alike are 
showing no such grace in our current 
situation.

Without too many spoilers for 
those who haven’t yet seen Don’t 
Look Up; in this film, from television 
hosts to POTUS, from the Military 
to billionaire tech giants; from the 
media to the meanest person in the 
street, the world is shown facing the 
possibility of the end of the Earth with 
the single mantra:

“The world isn’t changing, but if it 
does, what’s in it for me?”.

Perhaps our real world’s reaction to 
the warnings of climate change sheds 
even more light on the old saying 
about rearranging the deckchairs on 
the Titanic.

And the band played on

Images courtesy TheRank Organisation
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WITH FESTIVITIES well over, I 
looked forward to enjoying more tree 
exploration, and in that wandering, I 
came across Yingabeal.

Estimated to be over 500 years old, 
Yingabeal is a redgum living in an 
area of the Wurundjeri peoples’ land, 
more commonly known as the Heide 
Museum of Modern Art.

He stands hardly noticed on the left 
of the entrance driveway, aged and 
magnificent.

On the day I sat with him, imposing 
storm clouds suddenly darkened the 
atmosphere, adding a sense of drama 
to his elaborate structure.

Yingabeal is smooth and shiny, 
rugged and gnarled all at once.

His arms reach high, poised as if 
ready to commune with the wind while 
simultaneously his shape suggests the 
conversation has already happened.

Centuries of stories have sculptured 
him in this way.

He is knowledge and wisdom, his 
roots firmly grounded in the deep 
under land. 

Yingabeal  is also scarred, and 
therefore known as a scar tree.

Before being forced from their 
homelands,  indigenous people 
regularly used bark to make shields, 
containers, shelters and canoes, and 
Yingabeal is one such tree.

The cut was originally about three 
metres long, but the tree survived 
because indigenous people knew 
better than to ringbark in this process.

Ringbarking kills a tree by blocking 
its pathway of water and nutrition.

A section cut from one side, however, 
allows healing.

Yingabeal healed, and today only has 
an intriguing bare patch, unnoticed 
unless you ventured off the path and 

take a look.
On approach, I feel a need to shrink 

slightly in the face of his compelling 
presence.

If a tree has a spirit, his is very much 
alive and full.

Standing back, I feel the existence 
of his song and connection to others 
many miles from here.

It turns out Yingabeal is a Marker 
Tree.

Markers are natural landforms and 
were used by indigenous people as 
signposts along travel and trade routes.

Maintained regularly by clearing, 
these travel routes were, and still 
are, called songlines, meaning each 
had a song that carried ecological 
r e l a t i o n s h i p s  a n d  c u s t o d i a l 
responsibilities.

Yingabeal is a significant marker 
because he stands at the junction of 
five songlines.

In researching these, I am able to 
develop a much broader perspective 
of Melbourne; a view of the land in 
relationship with the river, seasonal 
flood plains, and connection to the 
mountain ranges.

It is Yingabeal, imbued with deep 
time, that can speak to us of checking 
in from this broader view.

It’s been another long year, and still, 
the hammer comes every day with 
coronavirus figures.

Recently I  stepped back from 
watching the news to check in on a fear 
factor I inadvertently dived into and 
asked myself about the bigger picture.

Just as indigenous Australians 
survived well by learning the ways 
of the land and its inhabitants, I, too, 
can learn about how particular viruses 
spread, how the various vaccines are 
made and how they work, and what 
I can best do to a) assure optimum 
health of my body and b) prevent 
contracting the disease.

All such things are available from 
qualified sources, and knowledge 
assists us in making informed choices.

Enough.
Back to Yingabeal and his dramatic 

poetry.
Nothing seems to faze him; he’s been 

around as it were, and with the likes 
of him, we can find a stable centre to 
look out on the world and know that 

all things pass.
I hope you embrace 2022 and that 

you may come across a leafy beauty 
who softens, soothes and reminds 
you of this.

Remarkable Trees is a monthly 
reflection on the old, the sacred, the 

mysterious and the poetic.
Jennah is captivated by the quiet, 

unassuming presence of trees and 
is a certified Forest Therapy guide.

If you have a favourite tree you’d 
like to share, please email her—
jennahmrose@outlook.com.

remarkable trees
By JENNAH ROSE

Wisdom of the Elders and passing time

Taking care of our bush and rare species
By ARTUR MUCHOW, 
Landcare Facilitator
VOLUNTEERS FROM the Friends 
of Warrandyte State Park (FOWSP), 
Andersons Creek Landcare and 
Scotchman’s Hill Action Group work 
every week to give our bush a helping 
hand.

Indigenous plant diversity  is 
declining in our iconic Fourth Hill 
Reserve.

Urban and rural development, 
including land clearing, has left the 
remaining bushland in the area 
degraded and isolated.

Key threats leading to the decline 
and preventing regeneration include 
grazing and disturbance by both feral 
and indigenous animals.

The volunteers are supported 
by Parks rangers and grants from 
Melbourne Water  and DELWP 
(Department for the Environment, 
Land, Water and Planning).

One of the grants obtained in the 
last years was to help protect a zone 
of flora and fauna of significance 

along Betton Track.
A fence will keep out animals that 

would otherwise graze and disturb 
flora development.

More than 1,000 plants, including 
locally extinct species, were grown in 
FOWSP’s nursery.

Volunteers removed weeds and 
planted these plants, which will attract 
pollinators for rare orchids.

A two-year project extended into 
three years due to lockdowns is now 
completed, with the final step of 
placing an information board on the 
site.

The next time you are walking along 
Betton Track, take a moment to learn 
more about the flora indigenous to 
this area.

If you want to support our volunteers, 
become a member and/or join them at 
their working bees.

For more information, please 
contact Middle Yarra Landcare 
Network email; myln@netspace.net.
au or call Artur on 0415 383 328

Yingabeal scarring

Ranger Phil, Elisha, Judith, Brian, David, Don and Artur competed the work

Yingabeal
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A COUPLE OF weeks ago, I formally 
commenced my role as the Yarra 
Riverkeeper — the third person to hold 
the position and the second to come 
from Warrandyte (Ian Penrose was the 
first Yarra Riverkeeper back in 2004).

It’s no coincidence that our beautiful 
town is a haven for people who care 
about the Yarra (or Birrarung — “river 
of mists” — which is its traditional 
name).

After all, the river runs right through 
our town.

Warrandyte, surrounded by nature, 
sees the river loom large — physically, 
emotionally, and spiritually.

This has never been more obvious 
than in the last couple of years, with 
COVID-19 and lockdowns for all of us 

who know the river.
The Birrarung has provided a place 

to contemplate, revive our spirits, and 
enjoy, whether walking, canoeing, 
fishing, weeding, planting, or just 
sitting by it.

The river lives and breathes with us.
The river we know and love is one of 

Victoria’s greatest natural resources.
This 242-kilometre lifeline supplies 

70 per cent of Melbourne’s piped water 
and is home to hundreds of wildlife 
species, including platypus, eels, 
Powerful owls, turtles, and kangaroos.

It has been a major food source and 
meeting place for First Nations peoples 
for more than 40,000 years.

There is a poem (see right) by Francis 
Duggan, who has lived in the Yarra 
Valley for more than 20 years, which 
describes the river well.

Unfortunately, all is not well with 
the river.

Issues such as poorly planned 
riverside development, unhealthy flow, 
climate change, and pollution put the 
river and its flora and fauna in danger.

While here in Warrandyte, we have 
the pleasure of river swimming in the 
warmer months, this isn’t the case for 
communities closer to the city.

Pollution from litter and a cocktail 
of urban wastes has resulted in water 
quality well below legal standards.

And urban development has resulted 
in wondrous wetlands, floodplains, 

and banks being severely damaged.
For example, a recent study by the 

Yarra Riverkeeper Association found 
that polystyrene is a major pollutant 
— with estimates of over 420 million 
pieces ending up in the river each year, 
mostly from construction sites and 
shopping centres.

As part of the Yarra Riverkeeper 
Association, I’ll play a key role in telling 
the river’s story to different groups 
such as local councils, community 
groups, schools, and businesses and 
advocating for policies and practices 
beneficial to the river.

I hope you will join me as our 
Birrarung needs many riverkeepers to 
work on the solutions needed to keep 
it healthy, protected and loved for all.

Please help the Birrarung.
You can do this by joining the Yarra 

Riverkeeper Association.
Fi n a n c i a l  s u p p o r t  k e e p s  t h e 

organisation viable but joining our 
events and becoming a volunteer is 
equally valuable.

Be an advocate for the river — use 
your vote at this year’s State elections to 
support strong environmental action.

Charlotte Sterrett  is  the Yarra 
Riverkeeper yarrariver.org.au and a 
member of local climate action group 
WarrandyteCAN www.facebook.com/
warrandytecan.

By CHARLOTTE STERRETT
WarrandyteCAN

green edge

Birrarung: Healthy, protected and loved
The Yarra Poem
From the foot of Mt Baw Baw by night and by day

Through Melbourne City the Yarra crawls on its way

An old water-way even in the Dreamtime

The inspiration of song and story and rhyme

By the banks of the river in the shade of the trees

Australia’s first people had their Corroborees

How old is old Yarra would anyone know?

From Victoria’s high country through Melbourne it does flow

The Seasons have come and the Seasons have gone

But old Yarra from the high country as ever flows on

Some call it the river that flows upside down

As its waters never look clear it always flows brown

Through Melbourne City slowly crawling on its way

To the Pacific Ocean at Port Philip Bay.

–Francis Duggan

The show goes on!
By KIRSTY WOLTERS
IN THE FINAL week of the 2021 school 
year at Warrandyte Primary School, 
all the resilience, optimism, care and 
co-operation showed by students, staff 
and families during months of remote 
learning and remote rehearsals were 
rewarded — and celebrated — with a 
live whole school stage performance 
of Chitty Chitty Bang Bang Jr at The 
George Wood Performing Arts Centre.

The show, which had its August 
performance date cancelled due to 
lockdown, allowed an appreciative 
audience of families, past students, 
teachers, and members of the local 
Warrandyte community to come 
together and enjoy the students’ hard 
work.

The talented cast sang and danced 
their way through numbers, including 
the Morris dance-inspired Me Ol 
Bamboo ,  the sincere lullaby of 
Hushabye Mountain and, the classic 
hit song of the same name, which 
featured a vintage Chitty car.

While the combination of convincing 
acting and singing combined with 
Edwardian-era sets and professional 
sound and lighting made every scene 
a highlight, it was the first-time stage 
appearance of the Preps and Grade 1s 
in Toot Sweets that brought the loudest 
applause.

Their huge smiles and expressive 
faces reflected their joy and gratitude.

One of the Prep students explained 
that being in the show was “even better 
than Christmas!”

The end-of-year performing arts 
celebrations continued throughout 
the week with an outdoor Bush Band 
performance, hip-hop dancing by the 
Grade 6 students at their graduation, 
an assembly performance by the State 
Schools Spectacular dancers and an 
appearance on the Stiggants Reserve 
Stage by a large student ensemble from 
all year levels across the school, during 
Kevin O’Mara’s set at the Warrandyte 
Community Carols.

Performing Me Ol Bamboo Insert caption hereToot Sweets

Finale cheer!

Backstage preparations
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Warrandyte Community Bank’s 
support for student wellbeing

By AMANDA CALLAWAY
ANDERSONS CREEK Primary School 
(ACPS) has a long association with the 
Warrandyte Community Bank (WCB).

The WCB has supported the school 
in many ventures, including the 
resurfacing of the school oval, the 
construction of an outdoor learning 
shack,  and funds to purchase 
robotic equipment for the Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Maths 
(STEM) program.

In 2021, the Warrandyte Community 
Bank continued to support the 
s t u d e n t s  a t  A C P S  t h r o u g h  a 
Sponsorship Grant.

As we all know, the changes families 
have had to make over the past two 
years, resulting from lockdowns, have 
influenced the way some people have 
reintegrated into society.

Our school community observed 
that some students were anxious about 
returning to the school environment 
after periods of remote learning and 
needed the opportunity to rebuild 
relationships with their peers.

ACPS has always placed a high 
priority on supporting student 
wellbeing.

Lunch clubs have been established 
to cover a range of interests and 
provide students who require a quiet 
or more structured setting to play.

Our Lego lunch club is extremely 
popular, particularly with our junior 

students; however, interest in the 
club diminishes with senior students 
seeking Lego more suited to their age 
group.

The WCB sponsorship has allowed 
us to invest in the Lego Education 
SPIKE Prime sets, benefiting students 
in several ways.

These particular sets are a learning 
tool that appeals to students in Grades 
3–6, focusing on developing skills in 
creativity, collaboration and critical 
thinking.

The Lego sets are of interest to senior 
students and allow them to work in 
small groups, and the collaboration is 
key to assisting students in rebuilding 
social skills in a fun and creative way.

When the students were asked what 
they thought of the new products, 
Grade 5 student Giacomo said: “It was 
like Christmas!

“I really enjoyed building with the 
SPIKE Lego because it was my first 
experience building with motors.”

Finn added: “We made a vehicle 
with arms.

“The arms are powered by an electric 
battery box that you have to charge.

“You can make the arms move up 
and down to pick up stuff and drag 
things.”

Billy said: “It was so good to be part 
of this team that put it together.”

Giacomo found it enjoyable to work 
with a team to overcome challenges 

together.
“It is a simple way to learn more 

about motors and engineering, 
without having to be really advanced.”

Grade 5 student Felix said: “I can see 
this being useful for students who are 
having challenges in the classroom.

“It is calming and could help people 
settle before going back into the 
classroom.

“It is also a great way to get you 
thinking, like a warm-up for your 
brain.”

The Lego Education SPIKE Prime 
sets have been an enormous success 
as students returned from an extended 
period of remote learning.

It has brought small groups of 
students together in a fun and creative 
way.

It is challenging for curious minds 
and uses programming language, 
which promotes critical thinking and 
problem-solving skills.

Teachers will also use these resources 
in lessons, which will benefit both 
current and future students.

Andersons Creek Primary School is 
grateful to the Warrandyte Community 
Bank for their continued support.

Warrandyte Primary School 
Students visit The RANCH!

By CLAIRE LAMBERT
THE EXCITEMENT was palpable in the 
yard at Warrandyte Primary School as 
the Grade 2 students prepared for an 
excursion — the first for a very long 
time.

The destination was The RANCH 
— Resilience, Adventure, Nurture, 
Challenge and to be Here and now — in 
Camp Schanck, an outdoor adventure 
park in beautiful surroundings.

Students spent the day learning new 
activities and trying things that many 
had never tried before.

Activities included an outdoor rock-
climbing wall where teamwork was 
required as the students helped each 
other and shouted words of guidance 

and encouragement.
Another activity was archery, where, 

after initial safety and skills teaching, 
the students were given arrows to shoot 
at targets.

They then worked in teams to shoot 
down as many balloons as possible!

All activities were designed to 
develop the WPS values of resilience, 
respect, kindness and responsibility.

One of the students’ favourite 
activities, if a little scary, was crate 
stacking — trying to stack the crates 
and climb as high as they could.

Scarlett enjoyed the crate stacking 
activity the most.

“It was so much fun, and the other 
students were helping you to do your 

best, to climb as high as possible.
“The highest was nine crates; I loved 

the teamwork!”
Harriet learned how to use a bow and 

arrow for the first time, discovering a 
hidden talent.

“I liked archery best because I 
learned something new and found 
out I was quite good at it!”

Isla loved rock climbing.
“It was fun because it was a challenge, 

but I kept trying and made it to the top!”
After their big day out, the students 

returned to school, tired but happy, 
reflecting on a wonderful experience 
and grateful to their teacher, Natasha 
Satler, for organising such a fabulous 
day!

WPS learn about 
war history

By PERSEPHONE and JOE
THIS TERM, GRADE 5 and 6 students 
have been learning about the Rats of 
Tobruk.

They are the young men who, in 
WWII, took part in protecting Tobruk in 
Libya from the Germans and Italians.

Tobruk was an important strategic 
position because it was the closest 
deep-water port to the Suez Canal.

The soldiers lived in uncomfortable 
surroundings to keep Tobruk out of 
the Axis Alliance’s hands for eight long 
months.

Their day-to-day life was hard, with 
not enough water, lots of diseases 
and constant sandstorms getting into 
everything.

We had some artefacts sent in by 
Tobruk House for us to put on and 
learn about.

We got some medals, jackets, hats, 

containers and some military food; 
everyone enjoyed that bit!

A speaker came who is the daughter 
of one of the Rats.

Her father had been a doctor in 
Tobruk and had to treat everyone 
injured or diseased.

She also told us how the Axis bombers 
would fly over the top of the hospitals 
to avoid being shot down.

This is what some other students had 
to say about it.

“My favourite thing I learnt about 
the Rats of Tobruk was learning about 
the different types of jobs in hospitals.”

Another student said,” It was fun 
because it is part of our history, and I 
liked the medals.

“I thought they and the other artefacts 
were very interesting, and I enjoyed 
talking to somebody that knows a lot 
about the war.”

Students engaging with SPIKE Lego

Students demonstrate teamwork at the RANCH Marley, Logan and Sephee

Joe, Reve and Jeremy
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Warrandyte High Schools Class of 2021 graduate
By JOE CARUANA
RECENTLY AT the Karralyka Centre in 
Ringwood, our impressive graduating 
class of 2021 were the star attraction 
at the Warrandyte High School 
Valedictory.

It was a magical night, made more so 
by the fact that it was actually allowed 
to proceed in this ever-changing 
COVID landscape.

Families, Year 12 students, and 
teachers came together to share in this 
memorable evening.

Students’  achievements  were 
celebrated on this night.

The Student Services team did 
an excellent job making the night 
memorable.

The Principal formally reflected on 
the year that was, and indeed on the 
Class of 2021, having reached the 
zenith of their Secondary education.

VCE Leader, Ms Fall, similarly 
r e f l e c t e d  a n d  c e l e b r a t e d  t h e 
extraordinary achievements of our 
senior students formally.

Sports Academy 
at Warrandyte High

By JOE CARUANA
THE 2021 BASKETBALL and AFL 
Sports Academies at Warrandyte 
High School were massive successes.

T h e  e x c i t e m e n t  k e e p s  o n 
increasing as our Sports Academy 
programs continue to thrive.

Wi t h  g re at  e x c i t e m e nt,  w e 
announce our 2022 AFL Sports 
Academy Coach: David Mackay.

David is a highly experienced AFL 
player who played 248 games for the 
Adelaide Crows.

He announced his AFL retirement 

last year and is very excited to be 
our new AFL Sports Academy coach 
in 2022.

I know, what exciting news!
The Warrandyte High School 

Basketball and AFL Programs are 
intensive skill-building and training 
programs for girls and boys from 
Year 7 through to and including 
Year 10.

We make available five hours a 
week for this fantastic opportunity.

Now that’s what I call intensive!

Classs of 2021

2021 AFL Sports Academy team
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Park Orchards BMX Club starts the year on track
THE MEMBERS at Park Orchards 
BMX Club have had a busy summer 
hosting two rounds of Eastern Region 
BMX’s Track Attack events held on the 
evenings of January 11 and 13.

Over 300 riders descended on 
Stintons Reserve for the first racing 
campaign of 2022.

The racing was fast, and the track was 
in top condition.

The weather was perfect for night 
racing, although the threat of storms 
were narrowly escaped on the second 
evening.

Terri McKinnon, President of Park 
Orchards BMX, spoke to the Diary 
about finally being back on track after 
a disruptive two years.

“It’s great to see riders back out doing 
what they love.

“Volunteers put together the entire 
competition, and a lot of preparation 
goes into making racing happen.

“After two years of hardly any racing, 
it is a joy to have these events back up 

and running.”
Notable series standings of racing 

by the Park Orchards Panthers were:
1st — Leroy Harrison (15 Boys); Ellie 

Harrison (16 Girls); Caroline Sobokta 
(50+ Womens).

2nd — Mia Webster (Junior Women’s 
Superclass); Aryton Crook (8 Boys); 
Katie Dall’Oste (40-49 Women).

3rd — Maddison Grace (12 Girls); 
Wendy Harrison (50+ Womens); Dean 
Patty (Retro 40+).

In preparation for these events and 
club activities, the BMX track was 
entirely resurfaced with financial 
support from Manningham Council 
over the Christmas break.

The track is open for public use when 
no club activities are scheduled.

Park Orchards BMX invites riders 
of all ages to come and visit the club 
in action.

See p opbmx .com.au for more 
information.

Photos: TAKE IKE
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Warrandyte trail explorer
WARRANDY TE MOUNTAIN 
Bike Club (MTB3113) members 
JOZICA KUTIN ,  NATALIE 
PAPEZ and KARINA VITIRITTI 
continue to compile the best 
of Warrandyte MTB3113 cross 
country trail rides in and around 
the Warrandyte area. 
This is the 10th ride in the 

series.
These trails, printed in the 

Warrandyte Diary, will eventually 
be turned into a book of local 
mountain biking trails.

Powerline Climbs — 
Green Route 22.3km

Total distance: 22.3km
Elevation gain: 400m
Maximum elevation: 153m
Strava route: See QR code
Surfaces: Sealed roads, gravel tracks, 
bike paths, shared paths, single track.
Rating: Easy to intermediate. 
The Powerline and Water Pipeline 
sections are very steep and often have 
large loose gravel, this adds to the 
difficulty factor.
Facilities: At the trailhead you’ll find 
cafes, restaurants, pub, bakery, toilets, 
BBQs and playgrounds.
Enroute you’ll find a service station, 
shops and cafés in Park Orchards (a 
slight detour left off Grenard Avenue, 
about halfway through the ride).

This ride takes you from Warrandyte 
to Gold Memorial Road, Husseys 
Lane, Knees Road, almost back to 
Harris Gully Road, then into Park 
Orchards via Stintons Road, North and 
South Valley Roads, Park Road onto 
the Mullum Mullum Trail, Donvale 
via Bucks Reserve, Pipe Track, Tindals 
Road, Wildflower Court and then back 
to Warrandyte.

There is a huge mix of different 
terrains in this one.

The start of the ride is at the 
Whipstick Gully Gospel Chapel car 
park (the MTB3113 Trailhead on 
Yarra Street opposite Whipstick Gully 
Road).

0km: Map Point 1 
Whipstick Gully Gospel Chapel 
Carpark — MTB3113 Trailhead

Head out west, away from the shops, 
past the old remains of the Warrandyte 
Dairy, along the river and cross the 
wooden bridge over Anderson’s Creek 
into Taroona Reserve.

Ride straight through the carpark up 
Taroona Road to the skatepark.

1.5km: Map Point 2 
Warrandyte Skatepark

Here at the skatepark, you’ll find a 
drinking tap, toilets, and the football, 
cricket and netball clubs.

Cross Heidelberg-Warrandyte Road 
(at the pedestrian crossing if you want 
to be on the safe side) and continue 
left around the back of the shops and 
primary school on the shared path 
following Andersons Creek.

Pop out on Harris Gully Road and 
crossover with care to Gold Memorial 
Road.

Switch on the power (eBike if you 
have one) and hammer along Gold 
Memorial (past the Memorial on your 
left) on the sealed asphalt road all the 
way to Husseys Lane.

4.6km: Map Point 3 
Husseys Lane Climb

Don’t cross Andersons Creek again, 
don’t go up to the Servo, instead turn 
hard right and raise your eyes up.

Start your first climb, albeit gently, 
just a little warm up to begin with.

6.2km: Map Point 4 
Husseys Knees

At the intersection of Knees Road 
(Beauty Gully Road) and Husseys 
Lane have a rest, grab a drink and 
catch your breath.

Start heading left on Knees Road 
towards Park Orchards, then cross 
the road towards house #165 (corner 
of Hill Street), get on the postie track 
which will lead you behind a small 
green shed under the power lines.

If you miss it, you will see on Knees 

Road, under the power lines, a yard 
enclosed with high chain mesh 
fencing, trucks and machinery parked 
within; you need to get behind there 
to start your off-road descent.

Take a deep breath, switch on 
shocks, and let it roll.

Please use your brakes though!
This part is very steep and has loose 

rocks, ruts and hidden elements, so 
take great caution.

Imagine you are on a Roman Road, 
it’s dead straight and goes down, along 
and up, right through to Harris Gully 
Road, opposite the northeast corner 
of Aumanns paddocks.

Wasn’t that electrifying!
7.9km: Map Point 5 
Harris Gully Road

If you’ve had enough of that scary 
stuff, you can abort mission and head 
back home down Harris Gully Road.

Or go up to Aumanns at Warrandyte 
and grab a coffee, a bunch of flowers 
and some fresh fruit and veg.

But of course, you will continue the 
adventure.

At the end of that first powerline 
track, you will see another little green 
shed, and to the left (heading south) 
another track — the water pipeline 
track.

This will cruise across the contour 
of a hill for a while, then you will pass 
a property on your right with the 
rear boundary fence line planted out 
densely with prickly pear.

Keep an eye out shortly after this, a 
short descent, and on the left there is a 
“hole in the wall” (a narrow opening in 
the mesh fence) which will suddenly 
pop you out at the back of Stintons 
Reserve. 

Ride around the oval, onto the 
driveway and head out onto Stintons 
Road.

9.4km: Map Point 6  
Stintons Road

Turn left when you intersect Stintons 
Road and head towards Knees Road, 
keeping on the gravel verge of the 
road, being aware of passing cars.

400 metres up the road you will see 
North Valley Road opposite, take extra 
care when crossing over.

Meander up this road to the end.
It may appear to be a “dead end”, and 

the sign says “No Through Road” but 
only for cars.

There is a short track on the left of the 
Road Closed sign linking you through 
to South Valley Road.

Keep on moseying along until you 
see Granard Avenue on your right.

Take this short pinch to Park Road.
10.8km: Map Point 7 

Park Road, Park Orchards
Now for some fun! 
Take a right and use the designated 

bike lane on Park Road all the way 
down until the roundabout of Park, 
Drayton, and Kebun Roads. 

Crossover here and descend down 
bike lane/walking path combo, 
following the signs to the bottom of 
the hill (some single track too, if you 
can find it on the side).

Zoom Zoom!
A tiny little climb and hey presto; 

you’re on the Mullum Mullum Trail.
12.8km: Map Point 8 

Mullum Mullum Trail
Pick up the Mullum Mullum trail at 

Conos Court, heading northwesterly 
towards Donvale and Mullum Mullum 
Stadium.

Enjoy the trek at a recreational pace 
towards Tindals Road.

14.7km: Map Point 9 
Tindals Road (Old Warrandyte 

Road)
Approximately 440 metres after 

intersecting Tindals Road, we veer 
right off the Mullum Mullum Trail 
(don’t cross the creek again) and onto 
Bucks Walking Track (be aware of 
walkers on this segment).

It’s a very narrow track that winds 
along the eastern side of the creek.

Keeping left, you will come across 
a short wooden bridge, take this and 
you will come out at the back of the 

Donvale Pony Club (Bucks Reserve).
Follow the track all the way until 

Reynolds Road.
16.4km: Map Point 10 

Reynolds Road–Currawong Bush 
Park

Cross Reynolds Road with care and 
head up the driveway of Currawong 
Bush Park. 

A short way up you will see a track 
on the left with a yellow bollard in the 
centre at the start, head off down there.

Relish these relaxing parts and veer 
left onto Ruby’s Track (17.2km), it’s 
recommended to get off and walk the 
narrow eroding parts.

At approximately 17.4km do an abrupt 
right-hand turn and you will be facing 
a jagged shale rock face, also known as 
the Pipe Track.

If by this stage you still have any juice 
left in the tank, feel free to ride up it. 

And then, if you did that with ease, 
why not go all the way to the end.

It gradually gets easier, sort of.
Or, if you’re like me, you can stop 

halfway and have a lie down in the grass.
 18.6km: Map Point 11 

Tindals Road Again
When you’ve recovered from that 

slight exertion, lift your bike over the 
fence (hopefully it’s a carbon frame), 
try to squeeze yourself through the gap 
at the right (that didn’t work, so I had to 
climb over the fence). 

Now, you can smell Warrandyte in the 
air, almost back to base.

Take a lefty and head north along 

Tindals towards Heidelberg-Warrandyte 
Road.

At approximately 19.3km on the right 
take Wildflower Court to the end, follow 
the trail veering right, adjacent to the 
Wildflower Reserve.

It’s all downhill from here!
Now we crack the pace heading 

down Melbourne Hill Road (yes, we’ve 
been here before), then keep left onto 
Houghton Road (haven’t been here 
before), and voila you have arrived 
back at Map Point 2 — Warrandyte 
Skate Park.

 20.7km: Map Point 2 (return) 
Warrandyte Skate Park

Head down Taroona Road to the 
Taroona Reserve carpark and back onto 
the Warrandyte River reserve trail.

Head up the path (don’t go down) at 
the fork to pass the restored white Dairy 
on your right back to the trailhead.

22.3km: Map Point 1 (return) 
MTB3113 Trailhead

Here you are back in Warrandyte ready 
for refreshments with well “earthed” 
wobbly legs, and somehow feeling so 
electrically energised.
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Who’s ready to Run Warrandyte?
By MEGAN McINERNEY
RUN WARRANDYTE WILL be back 
bigger and better in 2022.

We are so excited to be bringing Run 
Warrandyte to you in its 11th year, and 
we are officially on the countdown to 
the big day.

Sunday, March 6, is less than five 
weeks away.

We’ve seen many of you out on the 
trails and along the river, preparing for 
your favourite event.

We’re watching the registrations 
coming in, and it’s a tussle over which 
event will come up trumps.

Our 5km event has always been 
number 1, but it’s a tight race with our 
21km keen beans putting their hat in 
the ring.

Which event will you enter? How 
many laps are you going to face?

We’ve also had an amazing response 
to our e-newsletters this year, with 

many new runners signing up for 
running tips and general event 
information and of course, we’ve had 
a whole lot of you sharing your love of 
running and all things Warrandyte with 
us on social media.

We’ve had an incredible response this 
season for all our call outs for sponsors, 
and again we thank each of you for 
your support.

The same goes for our amazing 
volunteers.

There is an army of high vis mums 
and dads out there, getting up at the 
crack of dawn bleary-eyed on a Sunday 
morning to support their kids sporting 
club or their mates or family who will 
be running.

It shows how popular this event is 
with our runners, our families, our 
clubs and our local businesses.

It ’s  amazing to  s ee how Run 
Warrandyte grows every year and how 

much our community rallies behind it 
to make it an event not to be missed on 
the community calendar.

That said, volunteers are always 
welcome, and we would love some 
more of you coming down and lending 
a hand.

If you’d like to help out, please email 
Belinda at admin@runwarrandyte.
com  and register yourself  as a 
volunteer.

Reflecting on the past two years, 
it’s been a pretty rough time for 
Melburnians with lockdowns and 
restrictions.

If we think back to four months ago, 
we were limited to where we could go 
and who we could see.

Now a new year brings a new chapter.
We are thrilled to say that Run 

Warrandyte 2022 will operate at full 
COVID-Safe capacity, with no caps on 
numbers.

Now we know you all love a medal, 
and we’ve got an absolute ripper 
participation medal for you this year.

Plus, for the super speedy amongst 
you, we have place medals for Male 
and Female 1st, 2nd and 3rd over the 
line in each event and for age groups; 
Under 8, U14 years, 15-29 years, 30-49 
years, and 50+ years.

Our registrations are filling quickly, 
and we remind all runners that there 
will be NO REGISTRATIONS on the 
day. 

Registrations will close on Tuesday, 
March 1.

You can register via our website at 
runwarrandyte.com.

Join in the fun with Run Warrandyte 
on Sunday, March 6, 2022. 

Follow us on: 
Instagram @runwarrandyte or 
Facebook @RunWarrandyteFunRun.

The power of creating self-care habits to boost 
your mental and physical wellbeing

By LAURA ROODHOUSE
PRIORITISING OUR mental and 
physical health can seem daunting 
at times.

With life looking after a family, going 
to work, or finding the challenge 
of setting aside time to give self-
care, prioritising physical and mental 
wellbeing can seem a distant plan.

Research shows that making small 
tweaks to daily habits and incorporating 
a more mindful approach can help 
lower the risk of certain illnesses, 
regulate mood, and boost optimism.

Here we explore five habits to help 
regulate and boost your physical and 
mental wellbeing.

Lighten up your mornings
Instead of lingering in bed once 

awake, head to a window or outdoors.
Research shows that natural light 

in the morning helps regulate your 
circadian rhythm, an internal cycle 
that rises and falls throughout the day.

When appropriately regulated, 
your circadian rhythm will promote 
wakefulness in the morning and allow 
a restorative sleep at night.

A  1 5 - m i n u t e  m e d i t a t i o n  i s 
recommended for  deeper self-
connection to help redirect your 
thoughts to a calmer state.

Meditation is beneficial for increasing 
mood, stress management, self-
discipline, and healthy sleep patterns.

Connecting with yourself through 
meditation can be done anywhere at 
any time.

Be physically active
Not only does movement help to 

keep your body fit, but adding small 
movements to your day can help 
elevate your immune system.

Movement coincided with deep 
breaths will often allow you to feel a 
“flush” throughout the body.

This “flush” is every breath of air 
invigorating blood with oxygen 
through the circulatory system.

Exercise and movement help carry 
this oxygenated blood to all tissues and 
organs of the body, providing it with 
nutrients and nourishment.

Movement along with conscious 
breath also helps stimulate the 
lymphatic  system’s  f low — an 
important component of immune 
health.

The lymphatic system helps detoxify 
the body and capture bacteria, 
microbes, and toxins within the nodes 
where they are likely “killed” by white 
blood cells.

If you are stagnant sedentary, if your 
body is not moving and you are not 
breathing deeply — the lymphatic 
system cannot effectively do its job.

30-minutes of daily movement is 
all you need to help keep this system 
effective.

Low impact exercise such as Pilates 
and Yoga is suitable for all bodies and 
adaptable to different levels.

These forms of exercise particularly 
practise conscious breathing with 
controlled movement to help make 
the body feel stronger and the mind 
to feel calmer.

Eat good food
With our busy lifestyles comes the 

quick and easiest option to feed our 
bodies.

To maintain a healthy mind and 
body, set aside five minutes every day 
to plan your diet.

Eating heavily processed foods 
loaded with sugar and refined 
carbohydrates can trigger a release 
of stress hormones, indicating mood 
swings and fatigue.

Processed foods can also create a 
higher risk of depression.

Find foods that nourish the body 
from within to help keep a healthy 
mindset.

Planning and purchasing food in 
advance is more cost-effective and 
sustainable and helps stop the quick 
snacks when visiting the shops daily.

Find your tribe
Humans naturally need connection.
Being part of a community can have 

a hugely positive effect on mental and 
emotional wellbeing.

Finding your people can provide a 
sense of belonging and support, and 
knowing there are people who care 
will benefit your overall outlook on life.

Social connectedness can also 
offer extra meaning and purpose to 
everyday life.

Start with self-reflection when looking 
for a stronger sense of connection 
within a community.

Being aware of what’s important to 
you can help you find ways to connect 
with other like-minded people.

Groups such as sporting clubs, 
schools, volunteer programs and 
wellness studios can help you find 
your tribe. 

Take time out for you
Everyone feels overwhelmed these 

days, desperately trying to multi-task 
and keep all the balls in the air.

After many lockdowns, the daily 
schedule might feel even busier than 
before.

Working from home seems to have 
expanded to fill even more time than 
when we were working elsewhere.

Those who still go into workplaces are 
contending personal space issues and 
other work issues.

For some, there’s also childcare, 
homeschooling and relatives to think 
about.

After all these months of dealing 
with a pandemic, it is time to nurture 
ourselves to give ourselves the physical 
and mental energy to face challenges 
that arise before us.

Facing even minor challenges is hard 
when you are feeling overwhelmed, 

exhausted or frazzled.
We expect so much from ourselves; 

it isn’t surprising that we feel unable 
to cope from time to time.

For this reason, it is so incredibly 
important to take time out for yourself. 

Refresh your mind, nurture your 
body, and breathe.

Laura Roodhouse is Founder and 
a Pilares instructor at Wellness by PP 
which opened in November 2021.

Wellness by PP is Warrandyte’s newest 
health and wellness addition, offering 
Pilates, Yoga, meditation and wellness 
workshops. 

It provides a space not just for 
movement but is a place of connection 
and growth.

Nestled in the west end of Warrandyte, 
the highly trained instructors help locals 
with their wellness journey and provide 
a sense of community for all.

Run Warrandyte 2021

Photo: SANDI MILLER

Laura in her home studio
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Warrandyte in position for finals
By KIERAN PETRIK-BRUCE
DECEMBER AND Januar y have 
been a massive two months for the 
Warrandyte Cricket Club, and with 
five games left in the regular season, 
all eight teams are in a position to 
make finals.

As of the end of Round 9, the 1st 
and 3rd XIs were both sitting in 6th 

place, just one win (six points) and 
percentage off the top four.

The 2nd , 7th , and 8th  are sitting in 
3rd place and are six points clear in 
the four while the 4th  XI are sitting 
3rd but have an 18 point gap between 
themselves and 5th place.

The 5th XI are sitting in 2nd spot, 
also with a handy 18 point gap on 5th 
while the 6th XI are undefeated and sit 
12 points clear on the top of the table.

1st XI
Round 4

Warrandyte 9/166 
def by Warranwood 4/167

B.Taylor 39, B.Poole 26*

Round 5
Warrandyte 7/158 

def by St Andrews 5/161
L.Madushanka 41, H.Brown 30*

Round 6 
Bayswater Park 121 

def by Warrandyte 8/125
L.Madushanka 2/13 & 31*, 

B.Haslam 31*, L.Killey 2/15

Round 8
Warrandyte 8/210 

def East Ringwood 200
J.Ellis 61, L.Killey 4/49

Round 9
Templeton 6/235 

def Warrandyte 133
N.Liyanpathirana 2/40

2nd XI
Round 4

Warrandyte 5/156 
def Warranwood 9/141
A.White 56*, I.Tua 2/15

Round 5
Eastfield 156 

def by Warrandyte 8/158
B.Haslam 3/14, T.Jaksic 3/32, 

D.Poole 48*

Round 6
Warrandyte 7/184 

def by North Ringwood 4/185
L.Haberfield 39, L.Warren 37

Round 8
East Ringwood 4/139 

def by Warrandyte 4/141
A.White 49*, T.Heffernan 39

Round 9
South Warrandyte 5/254 

def Warrandyte 223
A.White 3/49, J.Aitken 79

3rd XI
Round 4

Warrandyte 9/159 
def St Andrews 145

T.Heffernan 42 & 3/19, 
N.Mooney 3/32 & 26*, J.Poole 34

Round 5
Warrandyte 8/142 

def by Montrose 5/146
N.Oremek 2/26

Round 6
Warrandyte 9/157 

def by Woori Yallock 0/158
T.Heffernan 44

Round 8
North Ringwood 6/134 
def Warrandyte 7/130

D.McGrath 4/17

Round 9 
Croydon North 8/120 

def by Warrandyte 5/124
M.Whitbread 2/5, C.Day 41

4th XI
Round 4

Mooroolbark 9/133 
def by Warrandyte 7/140
S.Ison 3/14, C.Croft 3/26, 
N.Croft 46, S.Haworth 42*

Round 5
Kilsyth 2/158 

def by Warrandyte 2/159
C.Padfield 69, C.Day 37*

Round 6
Templeton 114 

def by Warrandyte 3/120
A.Dale 3/3, J.Aitken 3/15, 

S.Haworth 30*

Round 8 
South Warrandyte 6/138 

def Warrandyte 101
S.Ison 3/21

Round 9
South Croydon 9/142 

def by Warrandyte 4/146
S.Ison 5/19, N.Croft 53*

5th XI
Round 4

Montrose 9/156 
def by Warrandyte 5/158

B.Sproat 5/24, S.Goddard 53

Round 5
Warrandyte 1/215 

def Croydon North 158
D.El Moussalli 97*, I.Rakuscek 97*, 

M.Quick 3/9, M.Coutts 3/25
Round 6

Warrandyte 9/199 
def by Wonga Park 6/200

I.Rakuscek 59, S.Goddard 48

Round 8
South Warrandyte 88 

def by Warrandyte 1/97
I.Rakuscek 3/15, G.Warren 24, 

D.Molyneux 24*

Round 9
Lilydale 2/204 

def by Warrandyte 7/208
E.Heffernan 2/34, C.Haslam 68, 

De El Moussalli 44

6th XI
Round 4

Warrandyte 6/275 
def Croydon Ranges 107

J.Weatherly 55*, 
M.Stephenson 52*, C.Callow 51*, 
C.Jackson 2/2, J.Prangley 2/6, 

S.Yapp 2/16

Round 5
Warrandyte 7/232 

def Mooroolbark 6/123
C.Jackson 53* & 2/7, 

J.Prangley 50* & 1/1, 8/104 

Round 6
Bayswater Park 8/104 

def by Warrandyte 2/107
S.Dixon 52*

Round 8
Templeton 4/142 

def by Warrandyte 4/144
M.Stephenson 50*

Round 9
Chirnside Park 129 

def by Warrandyte 5/134
N.Butcher 4/12, M.Butcher 51*, 

S.Dixon 34*

7th XI
Round 4

Warrandyte 8/133 
def by Ainslie Park 9/136

N.Gidley 35*, D.McAlary 4/8

Round 5
Eastfield 112 

def by Warrandyte 3/120
N.Gidley 3/11, C.Haslam 2/7 & 33*, 

D.Closs 37

Round 6
Croydon Ranges 108 

def by Warrandyte 1/118
N.Gidley 3/23, D McAlary 2/4, 

S.Yapp 52*, D.Closs 43*

Round 8
Warrandyte Won via Forfeit

Round 9
Mount Evelyn 183 

def Warrandyte 130
C.Wheatley 4/7 & 44, M.Tredrea 34

8th XI
Round 4

Warrandyte 7/230 
def by Warranwood 3/233
G.Warren 38, B.Dixon 35*

Round 5
Warrandyte 9/142 

def Heathwood 141
R.Jaksic 2/17

Round 6
Warrandyte 7/190 

def Wantirna South 7/150
R.Fyfe 50*, R.Potter 3/13

Round 8
Templeton 91 

def by Warrandyte 4/92
O.McDowell 3/18

Round 9
Warrandyte 5/189 

def by Kilsyth 7/190
S.Grocott 52*, N.Berry 46, 

T.Potter 2/10

Plenty of Yapp in 7s win over Croydon Ranges
By KIERAN PETRIK-BRUCE
CAST YOUR MIND back to December 
18, 2021.

A hot day with a dry breeze is not the 
best weather to start in the field.

Yet as the Warrandyte 7th XI walked 
out onto the “Thunderdome”, the 
bottom oval at Warrandyte Reserve, 
you sensed that everyone was keen to 
be out there.

After just nine balls, a new ball was 
required as the Ranges opening bat 
sent one into the shrubbery, to be 
found at the end of the season with 
several others for sure.

Six overs in and 0/40, it took some 
nice outfield fielding to run out one of 
the opening batsmen.

A change in bowler and an immediate 
impact, something which would 
become a feature of the innings, as 
Jarrah Aitken claimed the big wicket 
of Brendt Tucker, out for 33, the score 
at 2/50.

Shortly after that, Diarmuid McAlary 

bowled a beauty, hitting the top of off 
stump and breaking the bails in the 
process, 3/50 and Warrandyte were 
up and about.

A few runs later, McAlary had another 
batsman hearing the dreaded sound of 
leather on their stumps, sending the 
game into an earlyish drinks break, 
with Ranges at 4/56.

In the next five overs, Dean Gidley 
and Finn Hood bowled well before the 
ball was thrown to Max Gidley, who 
took a wicket with the first ball in his 
spell, leaving the Ranges at 5/71.

Another change of bowling and 
yet another instant impact, this time 
Sam Yapp claiming the wicket, caught 
behind.

Warrandyte could sense a collapse 
and applied significant pressure in the 
field before Captain Bill Stubbs brought 
himself on.

After a maiden first over, his second 
looked expensive, with 10 runs coming 
off it before drawing a false shot from 

the batsman, the ball taken at slip, 
and a second drinks break; the score 
was 7/96.

Shortly after the break, another 
bowling change and this time it was 
Ned Gidley with the breakthrough.

Warrandyte turned up the heat for the 
next few overs before Ned Gidley took 
the final two wickets in the same over, 
bowling out Ranges for 108.

Opening for Warrandyte Travis 
Jackson and Yapp, with the first eight 
over of the match, both batsmen 
showed restraint,  tr ying to see 
themselves in.

As they looked to up the tempo, 
Jackson was caught in the deep, 
Warrandyte 1/27, before getting to the 
drinks break at 1/36.

Refreshed, Damian Closs and Yapp 
took control of the game, adding 20 
runs in the next four overs, losing 
another ball  to the Warrandyte 
wilderness.

From that point on, victory was 

simply a question of when, as some 
great hitting saw Warrandyte reach 100 
in the 24th over, still one wicket down.

Needing 109 for victory, Sam Yapp 
reached 52 and retired with only 3 runs 
left to get.

Closs finished the game off in style, 

hitting a four to win the match and 
then hitting a six in the final over, as 
Warrandyte romped to a nine-wicket 
win, sending them on the table into 
the break. Sam Yapp also received the 
Grand Hotel Warrandyte player of the 
round for his performance.

Athletics wrap: Local athletes set the pace for Season
BY ED MUNKS
T H E  V I C T O R I A N  C o u n t r y 
Championships were held over the 
weekend of January 28–30, with 
young, local athletes Nicole Reynolds, 
Shakira Harding and Jamison Harding 
making the short trip up to Bendigo to 
compete.

On the first night of competition, 
there were severe thunderstorms, 
and all events were delayed by about 
an hour due to severe track flooding.

O nce the track was  draine d, 
competition resumed.

Nicole competed in the Open 400m 
hurdles where she finished 1st (64.08), 
with a season’s best and an open age 
group national qualifier time.

Nicole’s Open 200m sprint was also 
a season’s best (26.19).

The Harding family also had a great 
weekend.

Shakira Harding came first in the 
Under 16 200m hurdles and a second 
placing in the Under 16 90m hurdles 
with a national qualifier time and a 
personal best.

Not to be outdone, Jamison Harding 
also came first in the Under 14 200m 
hurdles, a second in the Under 14 80m 
hurdles, which was an equal personal 
best and then first in the Under 14 
pole vault competition in a national 
qualifier and personal best height.

For any queries on joining East 
Doncaster Little Athletics, please 
contact Lisa Williams on 0408 140 461 
and for the older athletes, Doncaster 
Athletics Club president Campbell 
McLennan on 0414 533 677. Nicole at Victorian Country Championships
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